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EditoralNotes.
Lord Salisbury on Evolution.
It is probably true that the Maiqnis
of Salisbury is the most arrogant of
living men, not even excepting Bismarck and the Duke of Cambridge.
But his ability is as undeniable as his
arrogance, antl it is easy to believe,
while reading his recent address before the British Association, the story
that when he was only a younger son,
with no apparent prospect of succeeding to the niaiquisate, he supported
himself by writing for, the leading
English journals and perfoelicals. In
choosing for the topic of an address
before one of the most distinguished
and dignified scientific boilies in the
world, the essential ignorance of science, and the littleness of their own
knowledge, he gave an example of
peculiar coolness and superior audacity all his own, while the address itself was as pretty a piece of work as
one could ask to see; clear, forcible,
cutting, admirably put, and with an
old journalist's eye to the startling
and effective.
But what gives his speech its greatest interest for the world at large is
its allusion to evolution and Darwinism. His argument is very simple.
Evolution is slow. Supposing man
to have been evolved, say, from the
jelly-fish,the process must have taken
hundreds of millions of years. This
is atlmittedby evolutionists. We have
historical records for about :5,000
years back, and in that time there has
been observed no change at all in
living organisms by way of evolution.
But it is admitted that the earth was
once a molten mass, which has been
gradually cooling. We know how
to
fast it cools, antl so we are able
enough
judge how long it has been cool
to allow of life upon its surface.
Lord Kelvin, whom Salisbury calls
" the greatest living master of natural
science," says that there could have
been no organic life more than a hundred million years ago, while Professor Tait "cut that hundred down
to ten." Going back as far as the
biologists require for the slow process
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Regarding Natural Selection.
Of the theory of natural selection,
considered as accounting for the adaptation of organisms, Lend Salisbury
makesfun. With the sardonic humor
for which he is noted he draws a delicious picture of the advantageously varied " couples roaming about
in different ends of a prehistoric forest, with their chances of accidental
meeting and mutual attraction, upon
which so much depends. Ilis rebuke
to Professor A\ eismann for his unscientific methods is sharp and stinging. The scientist who adopts a
theory whose actuality he cannot
prove and can hardly imagine, because lie can find no other explanation of his facts, is scarcely to be
called scientific." If, beyond this,
he clings to it for the acknowledged
reason that he will otherwise be compelled to admit something else which
is distasteful to him (the theory of
design in creation) he can hardly lay
claim to a place in the ranks of
honest men. Lord Salisbury has
pointed out the weak spots of the
evolution theory. Very few men today could have done the work with
the same force and skill; hardly one
would have attracted equal attention
or spoken with as much weight, for
he holds an exalted position and he is
neither to be pooh-poohed as ignorant
nor sneered at as a "churchman."
There should be less bullying by
atheistical or pseudo scientists from
this time.

"
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A Humbug Exposed.
For a long time some unknown

writer, masquerading as a Catholic,
has been making articles in the Contemporary Review on Catholic affairs,
the infallibilityof the Pope, his foreign policy, the Vatican and the
Poles, and so on. These discussions
he has carried on with an air of such
wisdom, high tone " and more than
human " inside " knowledge of things
sacred antl secular as to make the
greatest and wisest men in theChurch
seem children beside him. It was always certain that he was not a Catholic ; he did nothing but attack the
Church ; and now he is placed beyond
the possibility of longer deceiving
any one who cares to remain unde-
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In a recent article he informed his readers that it is systematically and otlicially taught in Catholic seminaries in France that the
Pope cannot sin. He was at once
contradicted and asked for proof. It
seems that he had been told that a
professor once ventured to teach this
doctrine, but he was silenced and
suspended by his bishop. The statement in the Contemporary was just a
lie, and the magnificent anonymous
"Catholic," who spoke like a combination of cardinal, ambassador and
prime minister, turns out to be merely
an oldfashioned cheap anti-Popery
slanderer. He is wriggling a little,
but to no avail. It seems almost a
pity that he is exposed, he was so
very amusing a humbug ; but there is
no doubt that he did a good deal of
harm by his Contemporary articles.

jelly-fish or bit of ceived.

protoplasm which was to be honored
in future ages by being called the
ancestor of man, could Jiave existed
only in the form of steam.
" The
mathematicians sturdily adhere to
their figures, and the biologists are
quite sure the mathematicians have
made a mistake." Lord Salisbury
declines to place himself in the line
of fire between the combatants, but
he says that the laity may be excused
for returning a verdict of
" not
proven " upon the wider issues which
the Darwinian school has raised.
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A Boomerang.
A Californian who has returned
from South America on account of
business failure tells his local trade
paper that the English and other
foreign merchants are circulating
throughout South America our newspaper accounts of the A. P. A.and
its doings. This has prejudiced the
people against our trade, and this
man's failure is one of the results
The A. P. A. business seems thus to
be a eort of boomerang. Our merchants are straining every nerve to
build up a trade in those Southern
countries and the A. P. A. is furnishing material to English merchants to
pull us down. And by the by, most
of the A. P. A. leaders are said to be
Englishmen, by birth or allegiance.
Can this be the explanation?
Wasted Talents.
Illustrating the success of his
mission in Africa, the Protestant Bishop Tucker said the other day in
England that when he went out to
Uganda he took with him "60,000
books of various kinds, printed in the
language of the country. In six
months 85,000 of these Ixxiks were
sold at prices three or four times
higher than the prices paid for them
in England." Surely no one can question the success of the good Bishop's
venture after this. But the talent
required to extract Ihree or four hundred per cent, profit from ignorant
savages for the salvation which is universally understood to be "free"
must be of very high order, and
ought not to be thrown away upon
Uganda. Bishop Tucker should be
running a joint-stock company in
London.

surest way to have an investigation
come to nothing is to prolong it. Is
it stupidity in not knowing this, or
cunning in knowing it too well that is
dragging out this inquiry till everybody is tired and anxious to have it

over with ?
How the trained nurse is made;
what she has to do and how she is
paid are all told fully and with special
knowledge by Aunt Bride in her
column, Just Among < lurselves," in
this week's Review. It will be read
with interest by young women and
by otheis as well.
The report that two American explorers have found in the ruins of
Babylon proofs of an antiquity for
the human race a thousand years
greater than heretofore known is
interesting if correct. 1 Jut of what
use is a little thing like a thousand
years to an evolutionist?
Thk Woman's Relief Corps does
well to recommend the teaching of
patriotism in the schools, but one
would like to know just what is its
idea of patriotism. Sometimes it is
found to consist in hating certain of
one's fellow-citi/.ens and trying to
deprive them of their rights. We
trust that the good women do not
mean this kind.
A t'AMii.Y in Minneapolis possesses
a brass button from one of General
Washington's coats. The button is
regarded as a sacred heirloom " and
no one finds fault with the family.
It is simply a relic, and the relics of
the great and good will always 1 c
treasured and revered while human
nature is what it is. Moreover, in
addition to this natural impulse is
the fact that God often attaches
special graces and favors to the veneration of the relies of the saints.
It is pleasant to think that one may
now ask for a little proof of the wildest and most upsetting of the theories
advanced on their own responsibility
by some confident scientists, or even
declare the wider conclusions drawn
from Darwinism "not proven," without being scorned and sat upon.
Pleasant, not because we have minded
it at all, but that it is more comfortable for the scientists not to be in a
state of chronic contempt for even
the meanest of their fellow-creatures.
The absurdity of our modern way
of treating children as men and women
is illustrated again in Manchester,
X. H., where the pupils in the high
school are called "freshmen" and
"sophomores," as if they were in
college. Of course the sophomores
proceed to "hazing" the freshmen,
and the infant freshmen who have
been doused under a fountain take
to carrying revolvers for protection.
The absurdity now reaches its climax
when the hazers are solemnly "suspended," insteatlof being kept in by
the teachers ami spanked by their

It the managers of the investigation of the city institutions on the
harbor islands wished to make it a
con plete failure they could hardly do
otl rwisc than at present. Public
in'.ignation and interest, no matter
how strong, rarely laat long. The parents.

"
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ReligCooumsrenMit he agazines.
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC
READERS.
LOA
CYATHLIC GAIN.

The current issue of the Catholic
World presents as its opening article
a scholarly paper from the pen of the
Rev. Lucian .Johnston on Americanism vs. Ultramontanism." This
writer, while he admits that there is
for the Catholic something consoling
in the reflection that his Church is
always the object of persecution in
one form or another, submits that to
the historical student there is a satldening thought in the fact that no
amount of disproof seems sutHcient
to silence the stale falsehoods that
are forever leveled against Catholics
on the score of loyalty. He truly
remarks that in monarchical European lands these falsehoods accuse
Catholics of desire to lesson the prerogatives of kings, while in republican countries they charge them,
with strange inconsistency, with undue attachment to monarchical ideas
and institutions. He deems it in no
wise strange that these anti-Catholic
falsehoods now find circulation in
various shapes here in the United
States, inasmuch as the Church cannot expect other treatment here from
what it has been her fortune to receive in oltler lands. The charges
that arc brought against American
Catholics by certain fanatics at the
present day are, he asserts, nothing
new, but simply a presentation, in a
different guise, of the calumnies
which have been directed against
members of the true Church from the
very beginning, almost, of its existence. He traces the existence of
these falsehoods from the days of the
first Christians, who tlitl not escape
being charged with a lack of patriotism ; through various stages of English history, through the period of
the Kiilturkampf in Germany, and
the annals of Italian revolutions,
down to our own times and country,
where the strange spectacle is seen
of accusations of tlisloyalty being
brought against an element of the
population whose membersfreely and
lavishly shed their blood antl sacrificed their lives for the preservation
of the Union.

"

Father Johnston, in accounting
for the regular periodicity of these
anti-Catholic calumnies, says that,
as far as this country is concerned,
"they are merely the impotent sibilation of expiringProtestantism,which,
too weak to sustain itself, seeks the
support of the civil power." In
European lands, however, he contends that these falsehoods mainly
spring from the fact that the Catholic Church has always contended for
that principle whereof declaration is
made in our national constitution
that the State shall make no laws
relative to the establishment of religion. The right of enacting such
laws, he declares, has always been
denied to king or parliament by the

Catholic Church, whereas Protestantism, in this matter, has ever exhibited
an unworthy servility to the State.
Because of. their refusal to acknowledge this right in the Roman emperors, the early Christians were pronounced unpatriotic citizens ; for the
same reason Catholicism in
was branded as Ultramontanism,
meaning thereby that it is lacking in
civic loyalty, and for a like cause the
German Catholics, in the days of the
Kulturkampf were charged with defective allegianceto the empire. The
reverend writer then proceeds to address a common-sense inquiry to all
intelligent Americans, whom he asks
to which Church, the Catholic or the
Protestant, can they look with greater
confidence for support of the doctrine that declares for separation of
Church and State; and he argues
that the evidence of all history goes
to show that the Catholic Church has
always stood manfully for that doctrine, while Protestantism has ever
shown a readiness to surrender its
constitutional rights for State supIn conclusion, he declares
port.
that it is Rome which has made it
possible for Catholicism to repudiate
as successfully as it always has done,
the efforts of the State to effect a
union with the Church, and which
has protected the latter from civil
encroachments. He bids Americans
remember this, and declares that the
time may yet come when the independence of the Holy See will be regarded even in this country as a
matter of great importance." Of the
prevalent Apaism," he asserts that
the tepidity of the Protestant clergy
in not denouncing it is one of the
chief causes of its spread ; and while
he apprehends that persecution may
come for American Catholics, he
has no fear of the results, for persecution is the mark of a church's
divinity."

"

"
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IN THE COUNTRY OF THE CZAR.

Another interesting and instructive
paper in this magazine is the one
which Bryan J. Clinch contributes
to its pages on
The Catholics of
Russia." Mr. Clinch truly declares
that of all the European lands Russia
is the least known in this country,
as is evident from the fact that even
educated Americans have but vague
ideas of its religious condition. It
is, of course, known that the majority of the Russian people are not
Catholics, but, as Mr. Clinch says,
there are a number of people here
who think that the Russian Government is friendly to Catholicism ; and
the refutation of this erroneous notion constitutes the bulk of his article. He declares that the religious
toleration which was proclaimed by
Peter the Great exists only for
strangers in Russia, where any one
who becomes a convert to Catholicism is obligeel to leave the country,
as was the case with Prince Gallitzin
and Maelame Swetchine. He admits
that Russia makes no open profession of hostility to the Catholic
Church ; that the Government keeps
an envoy at the Vatican, and that
the Czar professes high regard for
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the Pope. Nevertheless, he adds,
Catholic churches are closed by order
of the Government, Catholic prelates
and priests are exiled and Catholic
property is confiscated; and this
veiled sort of persecution* he avers,
is more injurious to Catholicism than
open brutality would be. It will
doubtless surprise many people in
this country to learn that there are
between ten and eleven millions of
Catholics in Russia, the greater part
of these faithful being of the Polish
race. In addition to the Poles there
are numbers of German and Lithuanian Catholics in the Czar's country, none of whom, however, enjoy
anything like religious freedom, and
all of whom have at times to suffer
from the most grievous persecution,
the Poles being generally the most
harshly treated.

With eleven million Catholics in
Russia, the entire hierarchy of the
realm consists, so Mr. Clinch says,
of but one archbishop and six bishops
in Russian Polantl, with one metropolitan and four suffragan prelates
for the rest of the empire. Xo bishop
can be appointed without the imperial consent, and if the Government's
candidate is rejected at Rome, the
see for which he is nameel is often
left vacant for a long term of years.
Then, again, when a prelate is exiletl, the same thing frequently happens, as when the Archbishop of
Warsaw was sent to Siberia in 1803,
no less than twenty years elapsing
before another incumbent of the
archbishopric was appointed. With
its desire to destroy Catholicism in
the empire one of its chief characteristics, the Government at times
nominates unworthy candidates for
vacant sees, and the Holy See has to
proceed with the greatest caution in
accepting the imperial nominees, even
though it be fully aware that its refusal to accept such candidates means
that the dioceses for which they are
named will be left without chief pastors for many years perhaps. Mr.
Clinch recites the history of the exile
for twenty years of Archbishop
Felinski of Warsaw, whose Hock was
left without a bishop from 18G3 to
1883; and tells upon what humiliating conditions the Holy See was
forced to conclude the concordat of
1883. He also describes the petty
persecutions to which Catholic bishops
are subjected even yet in Russia;
the manner in which the priests are
hampered in the discharge of their
duties, and the way in which congregations are forbidden without special
permission, which is always obtained
with great difficulty, to repair an old
or build a new church. There is a
brief account of the infamousKrosche
massacre of recent date ; some of the
anti-Catholic laws that are in force
in the realm are instanced, and the
various devices which the Government employs constantly in the hope
of creating schisms among the Russian Catholics are succinctly detailed.
The only parallel for the condition
of the Russian Catholics which Mr.
Clinch can recall is that of the Irish
people during the days of Cromwell

and the penal code ; and he expresses
the hope that as persecution in Ireland benefited Catholicism in the
whole English-speaking world, so in
Russia the blood of martyrs may
prove the seed of Christians.
UTNIVHERSLILLE.
TOY F

A very readable paper, especially
for those who are interested in the
cause of higher Catholic education,
is the unsigned one in this issue of
the Catholic World entitled " An
Heiress University." The university
of which this paper treats is that of
Lille, which is called "the heiress
and successor of queenly Douai,"
and for which, in consequence of the
better relations which Leo XIII. has
succeeded in establishing between the
Holy See and France, a great future
is predicted. Though dating only
from 1877, the University of Lille
now rejoices in the five complete faculties that befit an institution of its
character ; it has a library of 120,000
volumes, and the value of its buildings is $4,000,000. These figures
furnish ample evidence that France
still retains much of her ancestral
faith and belief in Catholic education ; and that evidence is heightened
by the announcement that the faculty
of the university numbers eighty professors, and its students count more
than six hundred, with each new year
making notable additions to their
ranks. The United States has its
representatives among these students
of Lille, as has also Canada ; and the
rector of the institution, Mgr. Baunartl, who is said to be " well known
even to Americans as the author of
many works," answering, at the
French Catholic Congress of 1892,
some one who declared that the
establishment of such a university
was a rash proceeding, justified its
foundation by declaring that it was
faith that inspired the undertaking,
grandiose,
" faith in God, and all isfaith
for it is for Him,"
in our
"
friends and all is noble, for such is
their charity."
AN EXCELLENT REPLY.

In the continuation, in this same
magazine, of his experiences while
preaching missions to non-Catholics
in Michigan last spring, Father Walter Elliott, the Paulist, tells how one
of the questions asked of him was
whether the pomp, rich robes and
costly ornaments which the Catholic
Church employs in her services are
not contrary to the simplicity which
Christ inculcates in the Gospel. The
reply which Father Elliott made to
this question, which is asked elsewhere than in Michigan, was so good
that no excuse is needed for its reproduction here. "The simplicity
and poverty of bur Saviour's life,"
replied the Paulist, " is not a precept
to be obeyed, but it is an exampleto
be followed by those to whose souls
the Holy Ghost brings it home as a
personal vocation.
This question reminds me of an old Protestant
lady who complained to a priest of
the richness of the Catholic worship.
' The Saviour,' said she, ' was born
in a stable.'
Madam,' answered

...
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born in a
never
constable? '
and
costlidemnetl the magnificence
ness of the Jewish worship, which,
indeed, his heavenly Father had commanded even in its minutest details,
and which he himself regularly frequented. And the Catholic Church,
by means of her beautiful ceremonies,
lifts the souls of men to the thoughts
of heaven, and brings to their minds
the events of our Saviour's life, his
sufferings and triumph and teachings." This reply must have convinced the propoundcr of the inquiry
that the Catholic Church in no manner offends against the simplicity inculcated in the Gospel by rendering
her worship as magnificent as she
can.

CatholicMissions.

the priest,

' were you
Our Saviour

THE SAINT OF MILAN.

In "The Poisoned Tapestries," a
short story contributed to the September issue of Mtmsey's Magazine
by Elizabeth W. Champney, there is
an allusion made to Saint Charles Borromeo, of whom one of the characters
in the story speaks in the warmest
eulogy, anil recounts the principal
events in his ecclesiastical career.
The reader is told how the saint was
brought up in luxury, but renounced
all that the world offered him for a
religious life, became bishop of Milan anil then cardinal, and devoted
his princely fortune to the erection
of a grand cathedral. This edifice
was Hearing completion when a
plague smote Milan, and then the
Cardinal, calling his chapter together,
proposed that instead of finishing
the church, they should devote the
money they had on hand to the
relief of the stricken populace.
He himself went from house to
house ministering to the sick, and
contracted the disease of which he
died, being the last victim of the
plague in Milan. " I am certain,"
says the saint's eulogist, "that the
grand words of the ' Nunc dimittis '
Xow lettest Thou Thy servant
'
depart in peace, for mine eyes have
seen Thy salvation,'?must have had
truer meaning uttered by the lips of
that dying martyr than if he had
chanted them on the altar steps of
the finished cathedral." This narrative may not be historically correct
in every particular; but there can be
no question of its author's desire to
praise the sainted prelate of Milan.
?

A Prayer for the Conversion of Unbelievers.
C), Holy Spirit of Truth, we beseech Thee
to enlighten the minds of unbelievers in the
midst of us, to incline their hearts to Thy
word, and to believe the teaching of Thy
Church; give them courage to accept the
faith and openly profess it; that they may

Thee and the Bather,
come into union with Lord,
who hveth and
through Christ our
reigneth forever and ever. Amen.

etc; Glory
Our Father, etc; Hail Mary,
be to the Father, etc.

By a Rescript dated May 4, 1894,
the Holy Father has granted 100 days'
indulgence each day, to those who
devoutly and contritely recite the
above prayer.
The town of Peoria, where the A.
P. A. people say that no Catholic
should be allowed to teach in the public schools, was founded by Catholics.

WHAT

MISSIONARIES ARE
DOING IN EVERY LAND.
OUR

A NEW MARTYR.

The Catholic Missions publishes
the following letter of Rev. Father
Carrier, S. J., a missioner in Trichinoply, East Indies :
"The Madeira Mission and the
Society of Jesus can invoke a new
martyr, the Rev. Ambrose Amirdan,
who fell under the strokes of an iron
bar in the hands of savage pagans.
He was born at Hariscal on the
3d of September, 1858, of one of the
best families of the place. After
having accomplished his studies with
great success in the College of Xegapatam, Ambrose was received in the
Society of Jesus, where he was remarkable for his piety and charity
and still more for his ardent zeal in
procuring the conversion of pagans
and promoting the spiritual welfare
of Christians. Since twelve years he
was a priest. He had done a great
deal of good and had converted a
large number of infidels.
"On the !>th of January he left
us in good health, full of life and
spirit. He had been designated to
be a guide for the Rev. Arthur Allehin, an English Jesuit, formerly an
officer of the navy, a convert, and
who wished to visit our stations before returning to England, where he
was to be one of the writers of the
?
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"The blood gushed abundantly
and formed a red pool on the sand
where lay the martyr unconscious
and nearly dead. Still tjtey struck
repeatedly on his chest. A pagan
more cruel than the others arrived
with a large pruning hook, and was
on the point of severing the head and
chopping off the limbs of the invincible soldier of Christ. He would
have accomplished this ghastly work,
but a generous Christian, a brother
of one of our best native priests', exposing his life, rushed in the middle
of the infuriated crowd to prevent
that horrible and sacrilegious butchery, and took the dying martyr from
the hands of his torturers.
"The Rev. Father Carrier was
sent for. He hurried and arrived before night, to administer the last
sacraments to his dying brother,
who, though spitting blood constantly
and being agitated by a violent delirium, cast occasionally an imploring
glance on the crucifix or the image
of the holy Mother of God.
"A doctor, who arrived in the
morning, declared there was hardly
any hope of saving the patient, and
advised to have him conveyed to
the next town, where the surgeons
provided with the necessary instruments might attempt to do something to save a precious life.
The martyr started on a stretcher
and surrounded by a large number of
Christians, when his soul took its departure from this world and went to
receive in heaven the crown conquered by his glorious sacrifice."

"

Month.
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Father Amirdan was going to
Tuticorin, where he would have
found his companion, and passed
through Pala Nagel, when many
Christians came in haste to inform
him that a priest of the idols, very
much respected and considered as a
powerful magician, had encroached
on their rights by building on the
land around their chinch. Without
any other consideration but his zeal
the missionary went immediately to
examine the affair. He entered a
protest against the usurpation, and
sent for the police, whose station was
no more than fifty steps distant. The
reverend Father spoke calmly, and
made his protest with the most admirable mildness. Whilst all were waiting the police agents a pagan drew
near antl struck him on the back with
an iron bar a little below the left
shoulder with such force that the
wooden handle broke into splinters
in the hands of the assailant. This
horrible blow, probably fatal, did
not at once deprive the gooti Father
of all consciousness. He fell on his
knees, crossed his arms on his breast,
and raised his eyes to heaven. Xo
doubt in that supreme moment he
sent a prayer of humble resignation
and ardent love to God, and asked
mercy ami forgiveness for his murderers.
A second ruffian more savage
than the first struck the good Father
perpendicularly on the head, inflicting a large wound about three inches
deep, running obliquely from the top
of his head almost to the left ear.

"

MISSION

NOTES.

The St. Francis Union of Stamp

Collectors, 421 Clinton street, Milwaukee, Wis., is glad to receive
postage stamps, new or old, which
are used in missionary work.

The White Fathers," missionaries in Africa, are prosecuting a
claim against the British Government for damages suffered through
the action of the English officers and
soldiers in the recent war in Uganda.

"

The Chinese officers responsible
for the recent outrages upon missionaries have been condemned by the
Government of China to have their
heads cut off, while the rioters are
made to rebuild the chapels. Liberal
compensation will be given the families of the victims.

TributW
Pesoanf riters.
FROM A CONVENT.
A non-Catholic writes from the
Holy Angels' Convent, to the Buffalo
Le Couteulx Leader, as follows :
?

spending a month in
this place. I came here partly for
rest and partly because I was desirous of knowing how life appeared in
a convent, but more because I was
tired and weary of tire continued
strife and jostle of the outside world,
and longed for a short period of uninterrupted repose.
I am a professor of no faith and
a member of no church, but like all
thinking people, have speculated
much upon matters pertaining to religion. The immortality of the soul,
the credence given the Bible, the truth
of revelation, etc., etc., are subjects
to which I have given much thought.
But never until my stay here, have I
read or heard these views expounded
from a Catholic standpoint, and I
am bound to confess that it appears
a very consistent one. It certainly
looks as if the Christian religion, being the true religion, the Catholic
Church must necessarily be the true
expounder of it, that if Jesus Christ
be the true God or the Son of God,
inside the Catholic Church is tlie
right place to seek him, for in that
Church alone is he extolled and honored as a true God should be and accepted without question. Nor do I
make this assertion without having
thought much and pondered deeply
upon the subject.
" In all the Protestant expositions
(or perhaps explanations would be a
better word) of the Bible I have always found many inconsistencies,
but in the solution given by Cardinal
Gibbons and other eminent Catholic
writers no such discrepancies appear,
there is one continuous flow of reason from the creation to the ascension.
" But, says one, why not take the
Bible itself and by reading it form
your own views upon the subject?
Oh my friend, there is just where the
trouble lies, you are sure to end by
not believing it at all. The Catholic
is right. The Bible needs an interpreter to explain away many discrepancies. Once take the proof of the
Catholic creed from under the Christian religion and it will totter; fall,
to rise no more."

"

I have been

"

\u25a0

There has been a report in foreign newspapers that Cardinal Lavigerie's AVhite Fathers have handed
over their mission in Uganda to the
St. Joseph's foreign missionary society of Mill Hill, England. It
seems that this report is not correct.
The superior of the White Fathers
has asked that some of the Mill Hill
Fathers may be sent to help him.
The natives think that all Catholics
are Frenchmen and all Englishmen
Protestants. It is hoped that when
they see English priests working
among them as missionaries, side
by side with the French priests, this
impression will be removed and one

of the chief causes of much of the
fighting and disturbance of the region
will thus be done away with.

~

Five of the Sisters of Charity from
Ghent, who have lived for three
years in Africa, have just penetrated
to the extreme southern limit of the
Congo State. They were guided by
Father dc Deken, who only four
years ago accompanied Prince Henry
of (Irleans over the frozen passes of
Thibet, rather a contrast to tropical Africa. The Sisters were welcomed by hundreds of negroes, who
had made long marches in order to
meet them. Chiefs of all the neighboring tribes came with large escorts
and valuable presents.
?
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FriendlyHints.
of these commodities up by leaps and for this frightful work by liquor. If
bounds, because of his intoxication, drinking were stopped, this form of
and that, in consequence, he was com- lawlessness would be practically abolREMEMBER, IN SPEAKING.
to lose a great many thousands ished. In the solution of this propelled
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT.
of elollars, is a striking argument in blem let the American people take
As a rule the "hints" which we
A Xew York Sun correspondent favor of the cause of temperance, that fact into consideration."
give our readers in this column are
notes a remarkable falling off in the says an editorial article in the Boston
»-?

Temperance.

drinking at Saratoga, Lake George
and White Mountain resorts. He
says : I can remember the timewhen
"
in this hotel (Grand Union, Saratoga), then much smaller than it is
now, a large force of barkeepers was
required to supply the demands of
the almost constantly crowded barroom, which was one of the most
frequented quarters of the house.
Xow the barroom is never full, and
only very few people are to be seen
in it at any time. This house contains more than a thousand visitors,
but in the huge dining-room, with
hundreds of occupants, not a score
of bottles of wine are observable.
Champagne, formerly the favorite
and frequent dinner beverage, rarely
appears, and even of claret the consumption is small."
YOU

AND YOUR WIFE.

A certain little tract, addressed to
drinkers, contains no sentimental appeal to the emotions, but is full of
practical common sense. Let every
one addicted to the use of liquor read
it, says an exchange, and pronounce
judgment upon the advice it contains.
One gallon of whisky costs about three
dollars, and contains, on the average,
sixty-five ten-cent drinks. Xow, if
you must drink whisky, buy a gallon
and make your wife the barkeeper;
then when you are thirsty, give her
ten cents for a drink. When the
whisky is gone she will have left, after
paying for it, three dollarsand a half,
and every gallon will yield the same
profit. This money she should put
away in the savings bank, so that
when you have become a drunkard
unable to support yourself, and
shunned and despised by every respectable person,»your wife may have
money enough to keep you until your
time comes to fill a drunkard's grave.

Herald. Modern business methoels
are intensely exacting and often exciting ; but they demand of those who
engage in them clearness of brain if
financial disaster is to be avoided.
There was a time when business men,
as well as others, felt that they could
burn the candle of existence at both
ends, could drink deeply at night and
yet be capable of conducting their
affairs during the day. But a hard
experience is teaching those who have
not abandoned this delusion that it is
one that is fatally faulty, and almost
any business man of middle age can
point to physical, mentaland financial
wrecks in his experience which have
been brought about by an attempt to
do business and yet indulge the liquor
habit.

A FATAL GLASS.
I was much impressed, says a writer,
with what is related of the Duke of
Bordeaux. He was the hope of
France, the one man who might have
saved the dynasty which he represented from the impending horrors of
revolution. He was a virtuous prince,
but drank wine. He discovered that
a certain number of potations could
not be indulged in without making
him drunk. As a rule, he did not
violate the law of temperance, but on
one memorable occasion he took a
single glass of liquor beyond the
limit. Going to his carriage he stumbled on entering it, the horse was
frightened, ran off, and killed him.

THE DUTCHMAN'S LOGIC.

The logic of the Dutchman on the
question of flrink or no drink is simI shall
ple but sound. He says:
tell you how it vas. I put mine hand
on mine head, and there vas yon big
pain. Then I put mine hand on my
pody and there vas anoder. There
vas very much pains in all mine pody.
THE TWO ROADS.
Then I put mine hand into mine bocket, and there vas nothing. So I
The following coincidence was rejoined mit te demperance. Xow there
lated as having come under the observas no more pain in mine head. The
vation of one of our leading ministers :
pains in mine pody vas all gone away.
Of two young men, one signed the
I put mine hand in mine bocket, anel
pledge, while the other became very
there vas twenty dollars. So I shall
scornful and insisted that his friend
shtay mit te demperance."
could never amount to anything in
politics or society unless he took a
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
friendly glass. Years went on; the
amount
to
anyone who "never could
A Protestant minister of Charlotthing " was elected to a third term in
teville,
Va., writes a letter to the Oatthe Senate, an honored member; the
look
about
the lynching of negroes in
shipped
remains of the scoffer were
part of the country, which closes
his
West
in
a
box
on
pine
home from the
follows:
which was written: "Died of de- as
Finally, I may add that one of
lirium tremens."
the great causes of lynching in
America is drunkenness. Having, as
TEMPERANCE AND BUSINESS.
best I could, sought the causes of the
made
that
a
crime
for which lynching is practiced,
very
The statement
in
I
have
failed to finel an instance in
Chicago
speculator
prominent grain
criminal was not under the
act
for
him
which
the
could not get brokers to
in
influence
of
liquor. And the mob
speculation
when
the
one Tuesday,
is
lynches
the
that
nerved and prepared
forcing
prices
corn and wheat was

"

?

"

all our own, but once in a while we
These are about 130 warnings and
find something ready to our hands
aelmonitionsin the Bible against inwhich we are glad to use. For intoxicating drinks.
stance, that well known Xew York
journal, the Commercial Advertiser,
In the city of Fort Worth, Texas,
gives a few hints about speaking,
1,500 arrests of women were made in
which we reproduce here, adding a
the last year, nine-tenths of the numfew hints of our own here and there.
ber, at least, for drunkenness.
Remember.:
i
To speak in chest tones.
Sir Andrew Clark, the general
To pronounce vowel sounds corphysician in the largest hospital in rectly.
London, says that seven out of every
To say, It is I" and He went
ten persons treated there owe their with me."
ill-health to drink.
To speak distinctly, but softly and
?

"

"

slowly.

The drinking habit is disappearing
To give each syllable its proper
in Iceland, anil with it, crime. In value or length.
1890 only eight persons were imprisTo say '' waistcoat"and "trousers "
oned on the whole island, the popu- and not vest " and pants."
lationof which is a little over40,000.
memorandum" in the
To say
singular and "memoranda" in the
"What is whisky bringing ?" askeel plural.
To pronounce the letter r in words
a dealer in that article one day. He
meant to ask, How much is it selling where it occurs, as in "arm," "girl,"
for? A gentleman who heard the reTo avoid pronouncing the letter r
mark took it in an entirely different
sense from that.
What is whisky where it does not belong. Xew Engbringing, do you ask? I'll tell you. land people have a habit of saying,
I sawr him," "go to lawrabout it,"
It is bringing men to prison and to
the gallows, and it is bringing women "Ellar" for Ella, "Emuiar" for
and children to poverty and want." Emma, and so on. This is bad.
To avoid coarseness and rueleness
There never was a truer answer than
of
speech and language and harsh
this.
laughter.
To lowerthe voice and speak slowly
An estate has been secured for the
Carmelite Nuns on Mt. Pleasant when one wishes to enforce one's
avenue, near the corner of Vine street, authority.
To train children carefully to read
Roxbury, and it is hoped that they
for the sake of both the voice
aloud,
will very soon be established in their
and
the
pronunciation.
new home. The place is far more
than
To
avoid
the overdelicacy of lansuited to them
that which they
guage
so
and
affectation
of precision
uncomplainingly
have
occupied for
the past few years, and is much which belong to persons of narrow
easier of access, as the Highland Dis- culture.
To pronounce in English fashion
trict, Charlestown, and Cross-town
cars pass very near. Now is the time the names of foreign places and perfor all who love St. Teresa, and who sons which have become Anglicized,
recognize the blessing conferred on as Paris, Vienna, Xapoleon.
To say sir "or madam " if one
Boston by the presence among us
of one of the four convents of her have occasion to address a stranger,
daughters to be found in our country, using the word "madam " for a single
to show our practical sympathy with as well as for a married lady.
them.
To pronounce correctly, studying
\u25a0
not only the dictionary, but the lanDuring the week 8 children
6 guage of living speakers who are
boys and 3 girls were received into entitled to speak with authority.
To teach children to say
Yes,
the Home for Destitute Catholic ChilXo.
dren ; 4 girls were placed in families ; mother" (or father), and
9 boys and 10 girls were restored to mother," and to say "Yes, sir" (or
their relatives. Remainingin the Home madam), to old people or to those
Sept. 13, 206 children?109 boys who adhere to the old ways of speech.
To remember that slang is unmeanand 97 girls. The following subscriphave
been
as well as inelegant and that
ing
tions and donations
received
ending
Sept.
week
13:
for the
Rev. words like "jolly," beastly," etc.,
Thomas II. Shahan, $25 ; Rev. M. used in season and out of season soon
F. Flatley, $20; Rev. H. J. Mulligan, lose all their meaning.
To use the words
man" and
Messrs. John H. Duane, Daniel McSweeney and John Curtin, $10 each; "woman" in many instances where
Rev. G. J. Barry, Rev. James Lee, formerly one would have said "lady"
Hon. John P. Spaulding, Messrs. J. and "gentleman," the latter words
W. Calnan and Edward McBride, $5 having largely lost their significance
each. Donations of money, clothing, from excessive use ?or abuse. The
stores, or any articles useful to the phrase "Mrs. Ames is a charming
children or in the Home are respect- woman" would now be preferred to
Mrs. Ames is a charming lady."
fully solicited.

"

''

"

''

"

"

"

?

?
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"

"

''
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Religous Maxims.

Sunday, Sept. 23.
SUNDAY.
Nineteenth
Sunday after Pentecost.
God changes nothing in the reprobate
Matthew,
St.
xxii. 2-14: "Many
Gospel,
it
suffering.
He leaves
soul to produce
with its sin and that makes its torture, are called but few are chosen."
*~"
hell. Hell means an eternity without God;
Monday, Sept. 24.
an eternity without light; an eternity withOur Lady of Mercy.
out peace; an eternity without possesSt. Peter, of the noble family of
sions; an eternity without love.? 1)k
Nolasco,
was born in Languedoc, about
Havignax.
118'J.
At
the age of twenty-five he took a
For safety and for swiftness, for clear
vow
of
and made over his vast
chastity,
light and successful labor, there is nothestates to the Church. Some time after,
Practically
speakihg like the present.
he conceived the idea of establishing an
ing, the moment that is flying holds more
order for buying the freedom of slaves
of eternity than all our past, and the
and prisoners. The Blessed Virgin aponly
all,
none
and
becomes
at
future holds
on the same night to Peter, to
peared
capable of holding any as it is manufacof Pennafort, his confessor,
Raymond
ture piecemeal into the present.? Faber.
and to .fames, King of Arragon, his ward,
MONDAY.
and bade them carry on, without fear,
God does not choose eternal lire for the their holy designs. After great opposilost soul; it has voluntarily separated it- tion, the order was solemnly established,
self from him, and he leaves it where it and approved by Gregory IX., under the
has placed itself, far from him. God name of our Lady of Mercy. By the
does not touch the soul; he leaves it and grace of God, and under the protection of
its hell begins.? Ok Kavignan.
his Virgin Mother, the Grder spread rapThe world in its strange spirit of con- idly, its growth being increased by the
tradiction ruins a soul by base seductions charity and piety of its members, who deand then despises it; those who set the voted themselves not only to collecting
snare are the first to scorn the prey.? 1)k alms for the ransom of the Christians,
Ravigxan.
but even gave themselves up to voluntary
slavery to aid the good work. It is to reTUESDAY.
God never crushes a humbled soul; he turn thanks to God and theBlessed Virgin
lifts it up and rouses hope in the most that a feast was instituted which was
discouraged hearts. The world which observed in the Order of Mercy, then in
has such need of pardon does not know Spain and Prance, and at last extended to
how to forgive; God alone is holy enough the whole Church by Innocent XII., and
the 2+th of September named as the day
to forgive always.? 1)k Ravignax.
Under the pressure of the same grief, on which it is to be observed.
the wicked burst out into curses and
St. Peter Nolasco anil his knights were
blasphemies, while the good pour forth laymen, not priests, and yet they considprayers and thanksgiving. It matters not ered the salvation of their neighbor as inwhat we suffer, but with what heart we trusted to them. We can each of us by
suffer. A stagnant pool or a fragrant counsel, by prayer, and above all by holy
ointment, stirred with the same moveexample, assist thesalvation of our brethment, will give out fetid miasma or ex- ren, and thus secure our own.
quisite odors.? St. AtiasriXK.
Tuesday, Sept 25.
WEDNESDAY.
St. Finbar, Bishop.
We can go with our Lord, without exercising any will of our own, simply letWednesday, Sept. 26.
ting ourselves be carried like a little child
SS. Cyprian and .Itistiua, Martyrs.
in its mother's arms, by a sort of wonderThursday, Sept. 27.
ful content, which may be called union,
SS. Cosmas and Damian, Martyrs.
or rather unity of our will with the will

_

of God.

?

St. Francis dk Sales.

BW
iotsf isdom.
Don't judge the quality of a stove
from its polish.

THE JUDGMENT.
III.

If men only knew the judgments
of God," said a holy hermit, when
dying at the end of twelve years
spent in sanctifying and incessant
meditationon the divine judgments
if men only knew the judgments of
God they would never sin !" Why do
we not think of this salutary truth?
It could not fail to transform our
lives ; and however negligent we may
be, or perhaps even wicked and
worthless, it would change us into
true and earnest Christians, into men
ruled by the golden principles of duty,
faith and conscience.
Sometimes we say, It is too hard ;
I cannot." But can we live in a
devouring fire, and dwell in everlasting burning? Ah! how clearly we
shall then see that we could have done
the right; and that for the work we
deemed so hard, we needed nothing
but a little courage and a littleresolution. But then the time will be forever lost. Men die but once, and
the judgment which follows after
death is beyond appeal.
And how do we now defend ourselves? "I have no time to pray.
I cannot find time to go to confession. I dare not present myself at
the holy altar before the eyes of
men " ; all miserable delusions paving the way to eternal ruin. Delay
no longer, but return at once to God,
and embrace a holy Christian life.
Believe me, there is no time to hesitate. Use well the fleeting hours
which separate you from judgment.
You cannot tell how few they may
be. Prepare yourself by the practice
of fervent prayer, by frequenting the
sacraments, by observing the Sunday,
by striving earnestly to do in all
things the perfect will of God. Prepare yourself thus for a favorable
Friday, Sept. 28.
sentence, and pray, I entreat you, to
St. Wenceslatts, Martyr.
our heavenly father, that neither you
nor I, nor any that we love, may
Saturday, Sept. 22.
have one day to hear those terrible
St. Michael, Archangel.
words which shall shake the whole
" Mi-ca-el," or " Who is like to God?
" earth: Depart from me, ye cursed,
Such was the cry of the great Archangel
into everlasting fire ! "
when he

THURSDAY.
The soul has its changing seasons; the
way of virtue needs constant renewal.
We must change for the better, always
and unceasingly. Look at Nature; she
seems to be at rest only because she is
perpetually renewed. The soul enjoys
smote the rebel Lucifer in the
repose on the same terms.? Ok Ravig- conflict of the heavenly hosts, and from
KAN.
that hour he has been known as "Michael,"
Live more in God and do not think of the captain of the armies of God, the type
the future. Do learn to be quiet; seek no of divine fortitude, the champion of every
lesus Christ comes where he faithful soul in strife with the powers of
further
is most loved.? Ok Ravignax.
evil. Thus he appears in Holy Scripture
as the guardian of the children of Israel,
FRIDAY.
If thou art desirous with right faith to their comfort anil protector in times of
know the true light, put away from thfe sorrow or conflict. He it is who prepares
captivvain and evil joys, and also the vain sor- for their return from the Persian
ity,
who
leads
the
valiant
Maccabees
to
row and the evil fear of this world; that
victory,
and
who
rescues
the
of
body
up
with
arthyself
is, that thou lift not
Moses from the envious grasp of the Evil
prosand
in
thy
health
thy
rogance in
One.
And since Christ's coming the
perity, nor, again, despair of any good in
Church has ever venerated St. Michael as
any adversity. BOKTHTDB.
her special patron and protector. She invokes him by name in her confession of
SATURDAY.
No one was eTor corrected by a sar- sin, sammons him to the side of her chilcasm,
crushed, perhaps, if the sarcasm dren in the agony of death, and chooses
but drawn nearer to him as their escort from the chastening
was clever enough.
flames of purgatory to the realms of holy
God, never.? Fabeb.
Let the life and virginity of Mary be light. Lastly, when Antichrist shall have
set before you as a mirror, in which is set up his kingdom on earth, It is Michael
seen the pattern of chastity and virtue; who will unfurl once more the standard
her looks were sweet, her discourse mild. of the Cross, sound the last trumpet,
her behavior modest. St. Ambhose,
aud binding together the false prophet
?

ReligIous nstruction.

Churc alendar.
C

"

?

~

Justice is blindfolded so she can't
see the travesties on herself.

?

"

"

"

?

Take unto you the armor of God, that
you may be able to resist in the evil day,
and to stand in all things perfect.? Ejilnsiang vi.
Let us pray for perseverance in good
works. St. Augustine says, "When the
Saints pray in the words which Christ
taught, they ask for little else than the
gift of perseverance."
Hell and sin are the same. We commit sin because we choose to; if we go to
hell it is because we choose to. Hell and
sin arc equally the loss of God. The soul
does not know this on earth ; but becomes
conscious of it iu hell, where the truth
must be accepted.

?

?

Many a woman can make every
home happy but her own.

and the beast, hurl them for all eternity
into the burning pool.
" Whenever," says St. Bernard, " any
grievous temptation or vehement sorrow
oppresses thee, invoke thy guardian, thy
leader; cry out to him, and say, 'Lord,
save us, lest we perish!' "

Men's tears affect by theii quality;
women's by their quantity.
Men learn more falsehood through
the eye than from the tongue.
Women are smarter than men in
taking advantage of opportunities.
When a man has a plumbing bill to
settle he finds out it costs to pay the

piper.

_^^_

A letter shows the man it is
written to as well as the man it is
written by.
He that catches at more than belongs to him, justly deserves to lo3e
what he has.

.

.

There is such a thing as fool courage. Idle curiosity has no sense and
fears no danger.
Faith is to believe what we do not
see and the reward of faith is to see
what we believe.

It is not

" how much "

but

" how

well," not "how much more" but

" how much belter."
Tell a child that he is good, a
man that he is gieat and a woman
that she is beautiful.
Before you pay for the elegant
label on your purchase, remember
that you can't eat it.
One often meets men who are intensely radical in opinion, but exceedingly conservative in act.
The Best There is and You Can Get it
For Nothing.
Life and happiness are dependent upon
strong nerves and perfect health. The best
and surest way to get these is to take advantage of that generous iffir of Dr.
Greene, of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mats.
His sympathy for the sick and suffering
has induced him to make the following
liberal ofLr: by writing him a description
of your symptoms be will answer your letter, free of charge, explaining j jst what ails
you and how you can surely be curtd
The Ooctor is our most snccessfui specialist in curing nervous and chronic diseases,
He makes a specialty of treating patients

through letter correspondence, giving most
careful and (xplicit attention to every case
and explaining your complaint so clearly
that you cannot fail to understard just what
your trouble is. He will also set d you his
valuable bock, free.
It was this same eminent physician who
discovered that great medicine, Or. Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve rem;dy, which has
been such a blessing to the sick. The most
sensible thing you can d) it to write him
just how you feel and he will tell you how to
be made well and strong. And all this will
cost you nothing. Don't delay longer but
write him at once.
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OaMtneudr omen.
FW
UNCLE

JACK'S

TALKS WITH

so much money, saved from your salary. It
was greatly needed. God will surely reward
you; and if you will serve him and your

THE King faithfully you will have your reward."

BOYS AND GIRLS.

Upon reading this, the King went back
to his room, brought a handful of gold and

put it into the boy's pocket, together with
the letter. He then rang loud and long;
[Whoever sends in a new subscrip- and the sleeping page at last awakened and
tion to the Review, or renews an old hurried into his royal master's presence,
subscription, with two dollars for the rubbing his eyes.
" You have been asleep while on duty,"
year, will receive a badge and a sternly
said Frederic.
Manual free. Any child can get his
I fear it is true, sir," stammered the
"
parents or some relative or friend to boy ; " but I was ill last night, and lost my
subscribe and get the badge and sleep. I pray you to forgive me."
Then, in his embarrassment, he put his
Manual for him. Many children are
hand into his pocket and found the gold.
getting them in that way.
The tears came to his eyes, and he turned

How To Get A Badge and Manual.

If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge for you, send
in your name and be enrolled as a
member, and sign the League promise
and keep it, ?that is, if you are not
a Defender already.
We cannot givebadge and Manual
for any special or reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
($2) is paid to this office, direct.]
Work first and play afterwards. That's

a good rule for everybody, boys and girls,
grown-up folks and Uncle Jack too, so let's
have business first and then a story and a
couple of the vacation letters. Let us hope
there will be more soon.

First of all under the head of business,
Uncle Jack wants to remind you of the
prizes. The competition is open yet, you
know. Uncle Jack extended the time because the Chapters seemed to have decided
to sleep a little in vacation instead of going
to work to get up picnics and excursions for
less fortunate children. The competition
hasn't been very lively, Uncle Jack is sorry
to say, but there is time yet to send in your
clever ideas. Uncle Jack will mention again
for the benefit of new readers and new Chapters that the prizes were five dollars and a
big box of candy. The first prize was of.
fired to the Chapter, with at least twenty
members, first securing badges for all its
members, and the second to the Chapter
thinking of and putting into practice the
best plan for doing good to others.
The following are regular members of the
League of Little Oefenders of the Holy
Name. They are very welcome and are
cordially invited to become Founders of
Chapters by getting five others to join with
thtm in the gocd work of honoring the
dear Holy Name. All of these new Defenders have received badges and Manuals.
Uncle Jack will be pleased to receive letters
from them. They may tell him about their
towns and their schools, their studies ; what
they did in vacation, about the trees that
grow in their neighborhood and all the
other interesting things they know about.
Sarah Claudia Murray, Newton, Mass.
Alma Maria Murray,
"

"
Jeremiah McCarthy,
Here is a little story about a famous
ruler which will be most interesting to those
sedate young folks who have reached the
dignity of the history class. And after
reading about the Prussian king you sha i
be treated to a delightful little tale about a
much more despotic ruler who, for all his
cruel, despotic notions, could appreciate
quick wit and tact.

The Sleeping Page.
The great Frederic, King of Prussia, was
one of those conspicuous rulers of whom
historians never weary of speaking. He
cc uld be as kind as he was sevt re, as forgiving as he was at times unrelenting. Once
when he ring a bell for bis page no one appeared. He opened the door of his antechamber ard found the little fellow fast
asleip. A paper upon which something was
written was sticking out of his pocket, and
this the King took the liberty to examine.
It was a letter from the page's mother and
ran as follows :
Th ank you, my dear son, for sending mi
?

"

pale.

hidden behind the curtains, had been much
astonished at his laughter:
"Your Highness, may Allah prolong
your life, may you have much joy and happiness. You told your gellad I had an
unlucky face, and that for this reason your
Highness's tv/ban fell off into the street.
And for this T am to hang. Pardon me,
your Highness, for what I am about to say.
Your Highness saw my face, and your
turban fell off. I saw your Highness's face,
and lam condemned to hang! Now tell me
which of us owns the unluckiest face ?"
The Sultm laughed; he admired the
man's talk and his diplomacy. He marveled
at his argument, and the gellad was instructed to say to the big-nosed that he was
forgiven, but on one condition. He was
not to look through the windows, nor was
he to sit on that balcony again.
The Turk went home radiant and happy.
He removed the balcony, he barred the
windows with thick boards, leaving not a
chink or hole to look through, fearing that
he might be tempted to look at the Sultan
again. The big nosed man thus saved his
life by his diplomacy.? Overland Monthly,
?

East Cambridge, Mas?., Sept. t, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I have been reading your talks with the boys and
girls and I think they are very interesting. I am a
Defender of St. Patrick's Chapter. We have thirty
members and twei ty-one have badges. We are
all trying to win the firft prize. If we should
happen to win we are all going to have our pictures
taken in a group. And then we shall give three dollars
to the Home for Destitute Catholic Children on
Harrison avenue. And the other two dollars we intend to spend by having a little party which all the
members will attend.
Hoping St. Patrick's Chapter will win the prize, we
remain, your loving neices and nephews of St.
Patrick's Chapter.
Mary Thbrbsa Lvnch.
?

Mary is the secretary, isn't she ? St.
Patrick's Chapter seems to be a model
Chapter.
Uncle Jack wishes the other
Chapters would induce their secretaries to
write about their plans ard ambitions.

Uncle Jack.

"What ails you ? " asked the King.
the boy, " some one
" Ohtosir," repliedI know
CHARACTER IN WALKING.
nothing of this
wishes ruin me!
money. It is not mine."
"Sometimes," said the King, gently,
Quicksteps are indicative of energy
when
God wishes to bestow a gift, he
"
or
agitation.
money
does it while one sleeps. Send this
Tiptoe walking symbolizes surto your mother, and tell her that I say you
Providence, R. 1., Sept. 3, 1594.
are a good boy, and that I will take care Dear Uncle
prise, curiosity, discretion or mysJack :
both of her and you."
As I see you want us to write letters about how we tery.
?

I thought I would tell you
Turned in toes are often found
I didn't go out to the country at all, but
nearly every day I took my little sister for a long ride with preoccupied, absentniinded peron the street cars. She likes to ride on the cars. She's
the sweetest little pet and she says the funniest things sons.
sometimes. One day when she was all dressed and
The miser's walk is represented as
ready to go out, the sky clouded up and it looked
noiseless, with short, nerstooping,
like rain, so mother wouldn't let us go. Patty, that's
my little sister, didn't like it a bit. She began to cry vous, anxious steps.
as hard as she could and I stood her up on a chair in
Slow steps whether long or short,
front of the window and showed her the bl-»ck clouds.
Just then there was an awful thunder clap. Patty suggest a gentle or rellective state of
opened her eyes wide and looked surprised. I
thought sure she was going to howl as she does mind, as the case may be.
sometimes when she's frightened. Hut she didn't'
The proud step is slow and measshe just looked up at the clouds again and said
ured
; the toes are conspicuously turned
" What makes it, Johnny ? Is the clouds a rippin'? '>
This vacation I read some of Longfellow's poems. out; the leg straightened.
I like " Hiawatha;" don't you? I like that part
Where a revengeful purpose is
where it tells about the moon. I've wa'ched it lots of
times since. I think the old grandmother must have hidden under a feigned smile, the
worn great big hoopskirts to spread out so over the
slinking and noiseless.
moon. J suppose most of the other " Kuture Men and step will be
The direction of- the steps waverWomen have read the poem, so I needn't tell them
that Hiawatha was a little Indian- boy. His mother,
ing and following every changing imNokomis, was the daughter of the moon and in the
evenings round the campfire she told him stories. pulse of the mind, inevitably betrays
My mother likes to have me learn some poetry every
uncertainly, hesitation and indecision.
day. She says it's good exercise for my memory and
it will give me command of language by and by when
Obstinate people who in an arguI shall need to be able to talk with people. So I've
ment
rely more on muscularity than
by
"Hiawatha"
htart.
pretty
learned
near all of
This is how it goes.
on intellectual power rest the feet flat
" At the door on summer evenings
and fnm on the ground, walk heavily
Sat the little Hiawatha:
and slowly, and stand with the legs
Saw the moon rise from the water
Rippling, rounding from the water.
firmly planted and far apart.
Saw the flecks and shadows on it,
Whispered, 'What is that, Nokomis?'
And the good Nokomis arswered
'Once a warrior very angry
Johnny had been studyirjg his
Seized his grandmother and threw her
Up into the sky at midnight
spelling lesson and learning definiRight against the moon he threw her
tions, particularly of words with pre'Tis her body that you see there.'
fixes from the Greek. He had d( fined
Perhaps I am rather old to be writing to the children's department, but I am interested in all the monologue as a solilcquy or "one man
stories and letters and in your talks especially.
Lately I have missed many old familiar letter talking to himself."
writers. What can have happened to our energetic
Now what is a conversation beFounder of the Columbian Chapter? I was interested
tween
two persons ?" asked the
in his letters describing his town and his visit to
Providence. Then there was a lad from New Jersey teacher.
who wrote interesting letters and our Marguerite up
A dialogue."
in the Vermont hills. What can have become of them
spent cur vacation,

The Unluckiest Face.
Sultan Mourad Bey made it his custom
as a good Mohammedan to ride to the

mosque every Friday. A gayly caparisoned
company of cavalry formed his body guard.
The people flocked to the windows and
hung out their prettiest rugs and their most
gorgeous streamers. The children were
dressed in their best, and along the line of
march the street was in a grand holiday
attire. From minaret ard from latticed
windows smiling faces were turned towards
Sultan Mourad, the Mameluke, ard his
company.
One Friday on a ba'cony sat a Turk
looking at the parade. At his side was his
long-stemmid pipe. The balcony was rich
in color, and rare rugs and tapestiies hung
from it. This Turk had a very large nose.
The Sultan was attracted by the peculiarity
of this, and as the Turk retired from the
balcony he turned to get another look at
the big-nosed man. In doing this, however,
Mourad's turban fell iff.
This unlucky accident wounded the Sultan
Mourad's pride, and in his superstition he
deemed the Turk the cause of it. He immediately gave an order to have the man

hanged.
Before carrying out the sentence, as is
the custom, the big-nosed Tuik was asked if
he had any request to make.
The Turk cried bitterly and demanded of
his guards upon what grounds he was to be
so cruelly dealt with. The soldiers told him
that is was by order of the Sultan.
"Take me then to the palace," said the
Turk. "Let me talk with the Sultan. I
cannot understand this at all. I decorate
my balcony with my best stuffs, and dress
myself in my most gorgeous costume, all in
honor of our Sultan, and now, O woe is me,
I am to hang I "
Wailing and bemoaning his hard fate the
big-nosed Turk was escorted to the palace.
After conferring with the gellad, or hangman, he who pulls the rope, the Turk was
admitted to the audience chamber. The
hangman explained to the Sultan that the
Turk wanted to know the reason for his
hanging.
From behind curtains of rich texture
came the proud voice of Sultan Mourad in
answer to the gellad's explanation.
" I have no desire to look upon this man's
face again. You will repeat this to him.
Today in going to the mosque I saw his
most unlucky face, and my turban fell into
the street. His face carries misfortune to
all beholders, hence have I condemned him
to, death."
The Turk, who had been weeping and
screaming all the way, now began to laugh.
He laughed loud and long, and he cried
"Allah, Allah, Doniah aghibah!" which
means, " O God, O God, what a wonderful
world it is I "
The Turk said to the Sultan, who, still

about mine.

"

"

"

all?

May I come again or have I made my first call so
very long as to be rude?

I should like to tell you about ourkite club. You've
I find a
never heard of such a thing, I suppose.
general ignorance on the subject of kite flying which
is too bad, for kite flying is great fun. But I will
refrain this time and remain
Most sincerely,
John Thomas.
all
be
to hear
delighted
we
shall
Of course
from John Thomas as often as he can spare
time to wiite. He forgot to tell us how very
old he is, but we're sure he's not too old for
us, aren't we ?

" And between more than two per"
sons ?"

"Apollywog," answered Johnnie,
promptly.

Teacher.? Johnnie, didn't I hear
you talking awhile ago with some
other boys abort Gee Wash ?
Johnnie
Yes'm.
Teacher.?Well, I wish you would
tell me who Gee Wash is.
Johnnie (surprised) Don't you
Cambridgeport, Mass., Sept. i, 1894.
just
arrived
from
the
land
of
again,
know who he is ?
Here I am
Kvangeline. Two weeks ago I went to Yarmouth and
Teacher. I think I never heard
Digby am} several places in St. John's and Fredericof him before.
ton, New Brunswick.
I have read the Zigzag Travels and the Lives of the
Johnnie Gosh ! Why G. Wash,
Saints and *' Robinson Crusoe" and many other
books.
is George Washington, the papa of
My mother and sister are visting Quebec atd Monhis country, first in
treal. lam your nephew,
Joe F. Slocomb.
Teacher. Oh
ah
yes, but
Uncle Jack is glad to hear from you, Joe. I thought at first it was a Chinese
?

?

?

?

?

Suppose you write again and tell us more
about beautiful Arcady.

laundryman.

?

?
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN
IN NATURE.

we shall see that its shape is what we
would call stumpy." That is, the
trunk and branches are rather thick
and broad for the height of the tree.
We shall see that the branches shoot
out from the trunk at about the usual
angle, but that after a little distance
they bend down towards the earth,
and then at the ends curve upwards
towards the sky again. This shape
of the horsechestnut tree is very
characteristic and after one has
learned it he can always identify this
tree wherever he sees it, even in the
middle of winter. In summer, owing
to the fact that the leaves of this
tree are peculiar in shape, it is easy
enough to tell it when we see it near

FaFctsnd igures.

"

Spiders

are never idle.

7
reach its destination in a little more
than a second. He also thought that
it would take something like eight
minutes to arrive at the sun.

The migrating instinct is uncontrollable in birds that have it at all. Geese
China raises almost all the world's hatched from the eggs of the wild vaWe wonder if any of Our Future
tea.
iety, though they have had no opporMen and Women have evertakenUncle
tunity of learning, take wing in the
The world's tunnels stretch 514
Jack's advice about seeing how many
fall and ily off to the South ; if their
miles.
kinds of trees they know by sight.
wings be clipped they will walk off as
Possibly they think that as all trees
The chief export of Annam is cin- fast and go as far as they can.
seem to them very much alike, there
namon bark.
is very little use in trying to distinA horse can draw on metal rails
Central Park covers Bfi2 acres
guish them, or to learn their separate
one and two-thirds times as much as
and cost 815,000,000.
names.
on asphalt pavement, three and oneWe assure such ofouryoung friends
third times as much as on good BelThe Chinese have a god for every
as think thus, that they are very at hand.
gian blocks, five times as much as on
disease and a god for every accident.
much in error in supposing that all
Another tree which is readily disgood cobble-stone, twenty times as
trees are alike. In a general way, it tinguished is our common elm one
much as on good earth road, and
There are said to be over 3,000,is true, one tree resembles another, of the handsomest trees in the world.
times as much as on sand.
forty
-000 deities in the Hindoo mythology.
but so does one man resemble another The elm is a tall tree, with rather
man, and yet we have but little diffi- slender branches shooting off from
Electric lights were placed on the
THE BLACK DEATH IN CHINA.
culty in separating one from another the trunk at a very sharp aDgle and Thames
embankment, London, in
when we see them together.
curving gracefully downwardstowards 1879.
The plague made its appearance in
Just so with trees. Each species, their tips like a plume. This plumeHong Kong about May 10, when
Horseshoes have been found in many dead rats were found in the
or kind, of tree has a certain form like shape of the elm is what gives it
which all the members of that much of its beauty, and it also tombs that date back to the sixth streets. This is the first sign the
species bear, and which is just marks it distinctly from other trees. century.
disease makes. Usually other animals
as marked as the
characters Certain species of the elm have very
are
stricken before human beings are
The French have introduced coffee
which make one man seem dif- short branches growing out of the
in Tonquin with good pros- affected. The spread of the disease
ferent from another. The things stem all the way from the ground to culture
was most rapid. In a few days the
pects of success.
by which we tell one man from his the place where the big branches
victims claimed numbered nearly fifty
fellows are his shape, his method of begin. This, when seen at a distance,
In 1889 the United States produced daily. It was even more fatal there
walking, his dress, etc. We call gives the stem a feathery appearance, 103,000 tons of refined copper, nearly than in Canton, fully 60 per cent, of
this his individuality. In the same which adds much to its beauty.
one-half the world's yield.
those seized dying in about fortyway though not to so great a degree
Seen close at hand the elm trunk
eight hours.
trees have their individuality, and is rough
the bark being split into
The pay of policemen in China is
One cause that led to this result,
one who has looked at trees as closely up-and-down ridges which sometimes $1.50 a month, with an allowance of says the San Francisco Chronicle, was
as most of us look at men and women separate into scales. It is usually of rice. The police are not armed.
that there had been no rainfall for a
can tell at a distance just what kind a light gray color. The leaves are
long period and all streams and
of a tree any given one is. as surely oval in shape and pointed at both
An old superstition has it that if a sources of drainage were foul. Vigoras he could tell an acquaintance from ends, are rough to the touch, and wolf sees a man before the man sees ous steps were taken to secure artia stranger among a number of men toothed on the edge like a saw.
the wolf the man will be struck dumb. ficial flushing of all drains and a
walking along the sidewalk.
The elms do not add especially to
thorough cleansing of the entire city
The individuality of trees is shown the beauty of our autumn woods,
A contrivance for turning sheets was had, but there was no decrease
in their shape, or the way they grow, since their leaves, though occasionally of music has been perfected by a San until about the 20th, when several
the way the branches are set upon getting a yellow tone, usually become Franciscan. It is operated by the heavy rain storms occurred.
the stem, the way the leaves are brown and fall quickly. Still less foot of the pianist.
When the disease was at its worst
massed together, and the color and does the horsechestnut tree give us
the deaths in the hospitals numbered
shape of the leaves themselves. Be- pleasure in the autumn. It is one of
When Portugal was annexed to about thirty daily. In some cases
side these general traits there are les- the earliest trees to leave in the Spain, most of the colonies belonging whole families were exterminated in
ser differences, such as the way the spring, and for this reason, as well to the former were taken by the lat- a few days. Europeans seem to be
leaves are notched, the way the veins as for its thick shade, it is often ter, but were soon conquered by the almost proof against the disease,
on them run, the color of the bark planted about our houses and along Dutch.
although in some cases their surroundand the way it grows upon the our streets. But after the summer
The eldest son of the King of Eng- ings were the same as those of the
trunk. We do not mean to say that is well advanced the leaves begin to
Chinese.
any one can tell the species of all turn brown, and by the middle of land is Duke of Cornwall as soon as
The cause of the strange malady
present Duke of Corntrees by a general glance at a dis- September the tree has a rusty-brown born. The
is
a mystery, but it is undoubtedly a
wall, the Prince of Wales, derives a
tance, because some species resemble appearance which is
anything but net income of about $300,000 from filth disease. A physician who had
one another very closely, but if our pleasing. The leaves of this
large experiencewith the black plague
tree his dukedom.
young readers will pay attention for are among the earliest to fall.
in Pakhoi some years ago said in an
a little while to the trees they come
Next week we hope to say someAs to the speed with which the interview that it was due to foul
across in their walks they will soon thing more about our trees.
flights of birds are accomplished, smells. The plague's symptoms, as
see what the differences are which
Canon Tristram of the British associ- described already, are as follows:
mark the larger groups the differWith or without premonitory warning
Rev. Father William Everett, ation quotes Herr Gatke as mainence, for instance, between an oak
in
the shape of chill, there is a sudthat
and
taining
godwits
plovers
can
of New York, is said to be the oldest
tree and a maple, or a spruce and a
at
the
den
fever rising to 105 degrees or
fly
rate
of
240
miles
an hour.
priest in that city, his eighty-first birthover. There is much headache and
pine.
day having occurred August 14. The
cerebral disturbance, accompaniedby
A good way of beginning to study papers
New York is the first manufacturwhich have alludedto this have
stupor. In from twelve to twentygeneral
shape
trees is to note their
failed to mention the fact that Father ing city in the country. It has 11,- four hours a glandularswelling occurs
and the way their branches grow. Everett is a
-000 factories, which make every year in the neck, armpit, or groin, rapidly
convert from the EpiscoThis is best done in winter when the pal
Church. He is a man of great $500,000,000 worth of goods, includ- enlarging to the size of a fowl's egg;
leaves are off the tree. For though piety, learned, and very amiable and ing $80,000,000 of clothing, $25,- it is hard and exceedingly tender.
With or without a decline of the
the leaves are necessary to determine kindly.
-000,000 of books and papers and
fever, the patient sinks deeper into a
?-??
the kind of tree, they nevertheless
$18,000,000 of cigars.
condition of coma and dies usually at
Work on the new addition to St.
hide the true shape of the branches,
the end of forty-eight hours or sooner.
just as the clothing which men and Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, is nearly
In a recent lecture, Sir Robert Ball He declared that the animals were
women wear hides the true form of completed. The new wing will be said that a telegraphic messagewould affected first, because the germs were
devoted to the use of the students and go seven times round the earth in a near the ground.
the human body.
It is said that fish are also stricken,
we
look
a
will
include a dark room for devel- second, and if a telegraphic message
If
at
horsechestnut
and fishermen in some districts have
tree, for example, when it is bare, oping photographs.
could be sent to the moon it would been forced to cease operations.
HOW TO KNOW THE TREES.
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The Catholic World for September
contains a remarkable article, by
Lucian Johnston, on
Americanism
vs. Ultramontanism." The aim of
the article is to prove and illustrate
that great and important truth, so
universally misunderstood and misrepresented by Protestants, that not
the Catholic Church, but Protestantism, favors the union of Church and
State.
The separation ami independence
of Church and State has always been
afundamental principleof the Church.
It grows out of the very nature and
constitution of the Church as the representative and embodiment of the
spiritual order.
The State represents the natural
order. The functions of each are
separate and distinct. The State
has regard to the temporal interests
of man as a member of society in
this world.
The Church, on the contrary,
contemplates the same man as
a member of a spiritual society, the
object of which is to train him for a
future state of existence in the world
to come. The Church denies the
power of the State to interfere in spirituals and claims perfect autonomy.
It never interferes with the State so
long as the State keeps to its own
The State is
proper functions.
equally bound not to trench upon the
rights and prerogatives of the Church.
As a matter of fact, however, the
State has not been content with its
own legitimate sphere of duty, but
has always striven to get control of
the Church. Hence has arisen what
we may emphatically designate as an
irrepressible conflict. Hence the
persecutious which the Church has
always been called upon to suffer,
and of which Mr. Johnston gives a
Hence the
graphic description.
charge of disloyalty which is the
stock in trade of all the opponents of
the Church. The Church refuses to
succumb to Hie State. It claims
autonomy. The State is determined
to have the upper hand and dictate to
the Church what it shall and what it
shall not do.
And this is Protestantism. The
great Protestant rebellion of the sixteenth century was essentially a conflict in which the Slate sought supremacy over the Church.

"

"Rome," says Mr. Johnston with ecpial
truth and force, " was Germany's enemy
Poem " The Shamrock."
because she would not be its slave. She
The Irish Priestsand their People. hid caught the crown of supremacy from
dying pagan Home and would not lay it
12. Medical Hints
Injuries from Swallowing Fruit at the feet of her German invaders. Let
Stones.
historians continue, if they wish, their
Crossing the Legs When Sitting. moaninp;s over the abuses of the Church,
New Books :
but a calm observer recognizes clearly
My Lady Rotha."
that the Reformation was the outcome of
V.irious New Publications.
the same strucjrle. The Reformation was
Housewife:
a
13. The
German revolt for German spiritual
A Royal Housekeeper.
supremacy. That Ion;; conflict of Rome
New Rules for Carving.
with the llohenstaufen had accustomed
From All Parts of the World.
the German mind to defend the State at
Cheap and Good.
the expense of the Church. Koine lost
Take
Care
of
a
flow to
Stove.
Germany because she would not become
German, because she is Catholic ami not
14. Story
The Protestant Foot.
national, because she is not the mistress
of any Sfite."
Sense and Nonsense.

11. Our Irish Letter:

:

:

'

:

15.

16. Catholic News and Notes.
Death of Mr. Martin Coghlau,

spiritual authority and the assertion
of the supremacy of the State in
spiritual as well as temporal. English Catholics were accounted disloyal and were persecuted even unto
death because they could not and
would not recognize that supremacy.
To this day, spite of the protests of
the High-Church, Ritualistic party,
who are trying to be Catholics in a
Protestant Church, the English Establishment is essentially a State
affair. The Church in its organized
capacity cannot and dare not undertake to legislate in doctrinal matters
that must be done by the Queen's
high court.
Modern Germany, too, has given
us a practical illustration of the true
spirit of Protestantism.
?

" Some time BgO," .says Mr. Johnston,
I'alk laid down Hie general principle
Dr.
"
If the State and the church are equal in
the domain of moral power the State
must always have the supremacy in the
domain of law; which means, of course
that the Church litis the benefits of
equality in the domain of abstractions on
the conditious that the State be omnipotent iu the domain of the concrete. On
this principle the May laws were founded
and the Berlin Government attempted to
force bishops to swear allegiance to the
laws of the country, laws excogitated in
bigotry, framed in hatred ami enforced
at the point of the bayonet. By their refusal they were disloyal. Xo wonder!
They could not recognize the absorption of
the Church by the State."

'

And why, even in our beloved
country
" the land of thearefree ami
the home of the brave "
Catholics by some accounted disloyal
un-AmericanV For the very reason
that they favor the complete separation of Church and State and
claim the right to regulate their
own spiritual matters in accordance with their own principles.
But this tloes not suit our ardent devotees of liberty of conscience and the right of private
judgment, so they invoke the power
of the .State against us. They would
be glad, if they dared and had the
power, to force us to comply with
their ideas and wishes.
Fortunately that great charter of
our liberties, the Constitution of the
United States, is against them and
in our favor. We are opposed
to the Union of
Church and
State, ''. p., the supremacy of
the State in spirituals. We
would not have it if we could, ?it
has always been a curse. We deny
the supremacy of the State in spirituals. We claim independence and
equality before the law and we demand only justice and fair treatment
on the part of the State. If this is
to be un-American we should like to
know what true Americanism is.
?

?

?

gift well given is as good as
a thousand; a thousand gifts ill
given are hardly better than none.
De.vn Staxlky. a
()\'K

?

.Set yourself earnestly to see what
you were made to do, and then set
yourself earnestly to do it; and the
loftier your purpose is, the more sure
you will be to make the world richer
The same may be said of England. with every enrichment of yourself.
The Revolt there was a protest against FlULUI'S Bkooks.
?

A GREAT SERVANT OF GOD.
On the 26th of September, 1803,
God took to himself one of the most
gifted souls that ever graced the
English world of letters; a man
whose magic pen was devoted to
His glory, with little alloy from
things of earth ; one of whom it was
said in his blameless youth
I cannot tell how it is, but he fascinates
everybody,'' and to whose merits, at
his too early death, Cardinal Manning bore the following remarkable
testimony
" Yesterday a great servant of
God was taken from us ; we all knew
him, some have listened to his words,
some have been his penitents, all
have known him by his writings, but
1 think I may venture to say that no
one kuew him so long or so intimately as myself. I knew him as a
boy; we were at the university together, and even then I was astonished at the wonderful gifts which
we have all seen developed since. I
will not speak of his natural gifts,
although for the gift of intellect, for
beauty of mind, and eloquence of
speech, he stands almost unequaled.
These gifts are small compared to
the supernatural graces bestowed on
him. He was a great priest; he was
the means of bringing multitudes
into the One Fold, and he died as a
priest should die, amid the prayers
and tears of his flock. Though he
lived in the world, I never saw anyone so detached from the world; if
ever there was a higher or a lower
path to choose, he always chose the
higher; if ever there was a truth to
be spoken, he spoke it unhesitatingly,
without any desire to accommodate it
to the tastes and fashions of men. I
know of no greater glory that can
come upon the head of a priest than
this. The name of his first book is
like a note in music; in all his writings, in all his teachings, there is the
same strain throughout ?All for
.lesus. 1 should not have detained
you so long, but I could not pass
over in silence the name of Father
Faber."
It is a name known widelythrough
the Catholic world today, but he who
bore it was once a Protestant, educated at the English University of
Oxford, and preaching in the pulpits
of the Anglican Church. Strikingly
handsome and talented and lovable,
he seemed destined to win high honors in his chosen profession, when,
on a Sunday, November, 1845, at
the age of thirty-one, he gave up his
parish and his brilliant prospects,
and the next day was received into
the Catholic Church.
The question had been borne in
upon his mind for years, and the
distress of doubt and perplexity had
been so keen as to cause physical injuries from which lifelong suffering
ensued. Meanwhile, he was striving
hard to work for Cod and for souls,
while he sought to know the truth in
the midst of the perplexing contradictions found among his Anglican
brethren. "I hope," he writes, "I
hope that we may all have, 1. honesty to seek God's will; 2. light to

:"

:

?
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to tell us, now that thirty years are
passed since his passing from our
call ?
Who taught him the mysteries of
Mary's sword-pierced heart beneath
the cross of Jesus? Who told him
the meaning of each separate bloodshedding of the holy seven? When
woke in him that lire of devotion,
unrivalled in the English tongue,
flaming with ardor, and consecrated
all for Jesus, for Him, and the souls
redeemedby that most precious Blood?
Who taught him that astounding belief in the Creator's overwhelming
"
love for the finite creature? AVho
made the Blessed Sacrament to be
to him the life of the Church, and
Transubstantiation the greatest work
of God? FrederickFaber did not write
such things as these before lie became a Catholic. What tree produced such fruits as these ?
And his hymns, they sing them,
Catholics ami Protestants, from London to Calcutta, from Montreal to
Mexico. The Protestant curtails
them, and mutilates them, ?and
loves them. The Catholic takes
ing Monday."
them wholly and fearlessly with a
And this man who, with all his deeper, a comprehending love.
keen imagination and ardent temperIn darkening twilight, many a
ament, had worn throughout his tongue that never says Hail Mary "
"
youth steadily " the white flower of sings earnestly ami devoutly
a blameless life,"
he who tells us "'I hrougli life's long day and death's dark n'gllt
in his hymns that God always seemed O gentle Jesu, ! be .ur light."
In many a surpliced procession,
so near to him in childhood, that he
boys who know nothing of confesnever turned away from Him, but
sion or penance, sing
he
" Hark, hark,
even " sinned before his face,"
soul, angelic notes are swelling."
my
who had done penance, and worn
a broken heart lays its darhair-cloth, and kept vigils, and Many
lings
down beneath the soil, with
fasted, and prayed, as a Protestant,
a De Profundis for
Hie
and as a Protestant had said : "I never
dead, but with Faber's excherished
have but one wish, to employ my
quisite " O Paradise " soothing their
whole life in doing the little good to
woe. Who taught this man to write
Christ and his Church which my dear
such words as these ?
Master has rendered me capable of
His death-bed answers us. To
doing in my generation," ?this man
the solemn question put then to the
writes as a Catholic :
dying priest whether he firmly beEvery day seems to increase my lieved all the articles of Faith which
"
happiness, and to deepen, in a way the Holy Catholic,
Apostolic, Roman
Iknew nothing of before, union with Church believes and teaches, he said,
God."
firmly, most firmly." The
" Most
Like a magnificeut flood that must key
to his life-work and his marvelhave its way, the tide of his marvel- ous influence and his
transcendent
ous intellect rushed onward as it talent is here.
had never done in other days. The
On this Sunday,which is sonear,this
life of Father Faber is a life yet to be year, to the
feast of our Lady ofMercy,
written. The accounts in Father let us
beseech
our Blessed Mother
Bowden's "Life and Letters " only to have pity on the souls
captive still
make one hunger the more, with akeen in
the darkuess through which Faber
sense of the inadequacy of detailand
trod in pain, and out of which lie
the lack of insight into the wondrous
came victorious, through tire ami
soul we long to know completely.
water, as the psalmist says, into a
What manner of man was he who so
place. Beg God to give
wealthy
wrote of Bethlehem, and opened to us
sight to the blind, strength to the
such exquisite vistas of the heavenly
coward, peace to the doubter, and
beauty of Christ's infant life, that our
to bring all to the motherly heart of
own poor daily life, when shaped upon
our Lady of Ransom and to the Sait, grows like heaven? What kinship cred Heart of our dearest Lord.
with the mystics had he, as he told
of Mary's intimacy with her divine,
It is a somewhat curious thing
obedient Child? What eyes had he
that this hatred and insane fear of
that saw the immaterial beauty of
Rome is almost entirely confined to
the unseen, thronging presences that
orthodox Protestantism. The Quakfill creation? AVhat ears, to catch ers,
UniversaJists, Unitarians, liberthe music and the whispers that un- als of all sorts
and the "infidels" are
derlie and thrill with angel harmony not
alarmed.
But a reference to the
all audible sounds of earth? What A. P. A. papers
will show a fine
heait, to love God with passionate array of names
of orthodox clergystrong vibrations, enamored of the men who are
war." And
" waging
Beauty ever ancient and ever new the more orthodox
they are the fuller
that filled his soul ? Is any man left of light they seem.
see it; 3. love to know it when found ;
4. strength to follow it, and 5. persevering grace to keep us from stiwhich live things
fling convictions,
get
may we
through daily oblations
of ourselves to the five benignant
Wounds. X? says to me what St.
Alphonsus Liguori said, I believe, to
the cardinals in their perplexity All
that 1find to say is, that it is necessary to pray much."
But, when the final step was taken,
the light and peace repaid the darkness and the pain. "Every hour
seems to dispel
now," he writes,
doubts, and so to augment inward
peace that I cannot but yearn that
those I love should enjoy the same
privileges with myself. A new light
seems to be shed on everything, and
more especially on my past position
a light so clear as to surprise me;
and though I am homeless and unsettled, and as to worldly prospects
considerably bewildered, yet there is
such a repose of conscience as more
than compensates for the intense and
fiery struggle which began on Tuesday, and only ended on the follow?

:

?

:

?

?

?

:

?
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A JOURNALIST STUDIES FOR THE UPON SEEING A LITTLE GIRL
PRIESTHOOD.
MAKING HER FIRST COMMUNION.
Mr. James Higgins, for some years
one of the editorial staff of the Sacked
Heaet Review, went last week to
St. Charles' College, Maryland, to
begin his studies for the priesthood.
Mr. Higgins has excellent abilities,
solidity of character, and that valuable quality which the catalogue of
the college in quaint phrase alludes to
as '-a certain steadiness of purpose."
He has many friends, but none who
will watch his career with more sincere interest than his former associates in the work of the Review. St.
Charles' College is an old and justly
famous institution, being the only
Catholic college in the country exclusively devoted to training students
for the priesthood. The great Catholic
patriot and signer of the Declaration
of Independence, Charles Carroll of
Carrollton, was its founder; he gave
the land and procured its charter from
the legislature of Maryland about
18o(), and he himself laid its cornerstone. It has always been under the
charge of the Sulpieians, a learned,
pious and devoted body of men, who
have no equals in the work of preparing young men for the priesthood.
Seven hundred priests are reckoned
among the former students of St.
Charles', and among them many distinguished men, including his Eminence

Cardinal Gibbons,

Kt.

Rev.

As fair as the
in garments of white,
A f>rm at the altar rail kneels,
Aye, kneels to her God, and alone to his sight
The love of her heart she reveals.
She dreams of the joy her Saviour will bring
To her soul still untarnished by sin,
And fears as she hears the chancel bell ring,
Her soul is unworthy within.
Oh, would tha' mv soul was as pure as thine own,
Fair handmaid of
-ever fair,
What years of repentance mv life would atone,
If I could but kneel with you there.
Yet Hope is the Angel who sheds o';r my way
'\u25a0 eflections of love from His face;
A promise T make to ray Siviour today.
To keep in the pathway of tjrace.
Carmelite Review.
?

fundamental doctrines of our holy religion,
and praying with renewed fervor that the
bond of faith and of union to this Holy
See may be constantly strengthened among
the peoples of those distant lands, his
Holiness has granted, with deepest att'ection of his soul, to those same people,
but more especially to Your Lordship, the
Apostolic Benediction. While it is with
pleasure that I communicate this announcement to Your Lordship, I take this
occasion to subscribe myself anew, with
sentiments of the highest esteem,
Your Lordship's humble servant,
M. Cakd. li.tMi'ni.i.A.
Rome, Aug. 24, 1894.

NOT WANTED

HERE.

Italian bishops are warning their
people against going to see a plav
which is now being produced in most
of the principal cities and towns of
Italy, called Christ at the Festival
"
of Purim," and said to be a tissue
of blasphemies and absurdities. The
warning has had its proper effect,
and the audiences are extremely
small. The managers are threatening to sue the bishops for damages.
They say that they will bring the
play to this country, but we are
happy to believe that it will not succeed here. The American people
have no taste for patronizing plavs
which arc written and produced for
the express purpose of insulting the
Christianity in which they believe.

Bishop Keane, president of the Catholic University of America, Most
Rev. Archbishop Kaia of St. Louis,
Most Rev. Archbishop Cliapelle of
Sante Fe, the Rt. Rev. Bishop
O'SulIivan of Mobile and very many
others. Very Rev. Dr. Hex, who is
known to our readers as having so
successfully filled the position of
president of Si. John's Seminary,
Brighton, for several years, has just
been appointed president of St.
Charles'. This brings back to the
seminary Very Rev. Dr. Hogan, who
is now transferred from the Catholic
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
I' nivcrsity to his old position of presBishop Spalding in an article on
ident where he made so successful a
record and found so many friends "Catholicism and Apaisni," in the
North American Review, describes
some years ago.
the Catholic attitude towards the
LETTER FROM CARDINAL RAMPOLLA. public schools in the following manner :

?

Right Rev. Bishop dc Goesbriand
"Our position on the question of
of Burlington, Vt., has received the education is at once simple
and
following letter from his Eminence widely ami authoritatively proCardinal Rampolla, written by com- claimed. We believe that religion is
mrnd of tlie Holy Father and convey- :\n essentialelement in human nature,
ing his blessing

:

?

and therefore of right education ; and

'

f/'/ / ovd
where it is possible to do so we
I have received Your Lordship's letter found and maintain schools, in which,
of the '.ftli Inst., in which you give me an along with other things, we teach
account of the solemn ceremony, which,
also what we believe to be religion.
with the assistance of so many dignitaries Inasmuch as this is not done in the
of the Church, and such a vast concourse
common schools, we find the S3'stem
of people, took place on the .">th of Augdefective, but we do not condemn it,
ust, in the eily of Burlington, for the
for in a country such as ours no one
translation of the precious relic of the
link of the holy Chain of St. Peter in system of State schools seems to be

possible, and we are openly

and withChains.
out reservation in favor of free
His Holiness Is exceedingly well pleased
schools, and consequently in favor
with the solemnity with which the afore- of a school tax. For my
own part
said ceremony was carried out, as well as
and 1 think I express the Cathwith Hie discourses pronounced on that olic view
1 not only would not,
occasion on the primicy of the Roman had I the power, destroy the public
Pontiff and the unity of the Church.
school system, but would leave
Commending, therefore, the zeal of nothing uudone to develop and perYour Lordship for the diffusion of these fect it."
?

?
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Aumsontg urselves.
JO
CONDUCTED BY AUNT BRIDE.

Dear Aunt Bride:
Can you tell me something about trained
nurses ? I have an idea I should make a
good nurse. My folks think I have a
special gift for making poultices and curing
headaches.
Do you know anything about the course
of training they have to go through, and
whether they get paid while learning, and
what wages they earn after they have
finished the course ?
I shall be greatf ul for any information you
can give on the subject and I am,
Respectfully,
Mary J. L.
?

Yes indeed, Mary, your Aunt Bride
knows a great deal about trained
nurses and theirtraining from personal
observation and long talks with some
of the nurses.
She not only can, but will gladly
tell you all she knows and she hopes
it may be of use. First of all,
however, your Aunt Bride would like
to remark that there is a good deal
of sentiment wound around the work
in prospective, that disappears and becomes prosaic and repellent when you
getdown to thereal work. Thegirlwho
thinks she wants to be a nurse is apt
to think a great deal of the help and
sympathy she is to bestow on suffering humanity. The disgusting, revolting cases she will not be able to
turn away from, the hard, disagreeable tasks she will have to perform,
the restraint she will have to put
upon her feelings if she is to last any
length of time and be a scientific
nurse, are details of the picture that

she quite overlooks.
In short, Aunt Bride wants to warn
you that it's hard work. Perhaps
you say that everything that is worth
doing and is fairly well paid is hard
work. And you're quite right about
that. If you are going to take up
the work with the expectation of find
ing it hard and unromantic, why, go
ahead. If you don't give it up at
the end of the month, you'll probably
finish the course and go out to nurse
private patients at from sixteen to
twenty-five dollars a week. Or if
you are very lucky you may get a
position as matron or superintendent
in a hospital or training-school at
about a thousand a year. These are
the biggest plums within reach of the
experienced nurse, and of course they
are not numerous.
Perhaps Aunt Bride ought to add
that there is almost a surplus of
trained nurses in the market already,
and she knows some who get twenty
or twenty-five dollars a week when
they are in attendance on a case, who
do not average five hundred dollars a
year. A nurse very seldom has continuous employment unless she has a
for
permanent position in a
incurable
diseases.
the insane, or for
However, if she be known as a
competent and reliable nurse the doctors whom she meets will be apt to
recommend her to those of their
patients who can afford to employ a
nurse. There is also a registry at
the hospital where she obtained her
training, where for a yearly fee she

can have her name entered and in
that way she will find patients.
But Aunt Bride has been putting
the cart before the horse, hasn't she ?
She has been telling you the prospects
for the nurse who has already obtained
her training, while you want to know
how to get it.
Nearly every hospital of any size
has its regular training-school attachment which supplies nurses for the
hospital in exchange for the practical
experience the students get. Every
hospital has its own rules of admission. To find out what they are,
write or apply in person to the superintendent of the hospital which you
think you'd like to enter. Of course,
if you can't get into the first one, try
another. In any case you'll probably
receive half a dozen circulars giving
the rules of the school, the duties
and daily routine of the nurse, and
an application blank. The latter
asks you all sorts of extraordinary
questions as to age, health, education,

character, height, weight, present
occupation, and various other things.
You must fill out the blank with the
answers to these questions, a certificate from a physician declaringyour
state of health, and the names and
addresses of two persons who have
known you several years. If you
have been employed at something,
one of the names must be that of
your employer. Very often it is preferred that the other should be that
of your pastor.
If all the questions have been
answered satisfactorily you will probably be notified to attend on a certain
day, when, with a number of other
applicants, you will be examined as
to your ability to read and write and
spell. If you know considerably
more than these rudiments you will
stand a much better chance. Possibly
after all this you may be notified that
you will be accepted on probation.
You will have to give a month's
services in the hospital and at the
end of that time the superintendent
will decide whether you are fitted to
become a nurse or not. If she
decides in your favor you will have
to sign an ironclad agreement to
remain in the school and abide by its
rules for two years. You will have
to provide yourself with the uniform
of the school, which is nearly always
a plain gown of blue and white chambray with turned-over collar and cuffs
of white linen, a white cap and
apron. It is really the neatest and
prettiest of uniforms ever devised.
You will have to serve twelve hours a
day in the hospital. You will not
only have to measure medicines and
write down symptoms in your note
book and accompany the doctor on
his rounds, but you will have to keep
the wards as clean as wax, even if
you have to scrub the floor and make
the beds yourself. At night you will
have to study and listen to lectures
and make notes and pass periodical
examinations. You will be on night
duty part of the time and the second
year you will be sent out nursing in
private families or on the mission to
care for the poor patients in their
homes. You will get your board and

lodging and perhaps eight to twelve
dollars a month and you will have to
furnish your own clothes and books
and other necessaries.
Now, Mary, if you still wish to be
a nurse, go ahead, and Aunt Bride's
best wishes go with you.
Aunt Bride.

CONVERSION OF A PROTESTANT
MINISTER.
Walter Clayton Clapp, who was
until recently a prominent clergyman
of the High Church party in the Protestant Episcopal Church, wasreceived
into the Church last Friday by the
Rev. Father Elliott of the Paulist
order at the chapel on Fifty-ninth
street, New York. He intends to
join the Paulists and will soon go to
the St. Thomas Aquinas College at
Washington to begin his novitiate.
Mr. Clapp, who is about tbirty-two
years old, was born in New York,
where his father was a prominent
business man and a deacon of the
Baptist Church of the Redeemer, in
Harlem. He was graduated from
Amherst College in 1883, studied
medicine for a year, and then entered
the General Theological Seminary of
the Episcopal Church in New York
city, where he remained two years,
finishing his studies elsewhere. After
his ordination he became first assistant to the Rev. Robert H. Paine of
Mount Calvary, Baltimore. In 1892
he was appointed professor in Nashotah Theological Seminary, Wis.
When the seminary closed, last
spring, Mr. Clapp went to Europe
and spent some time in Rome. He
resigned his chair at Nashotah on
Aug. 1, and came back to New York
on Friday, going immediately to the
Paulist Fathers.
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STRICTLY

FAMILY Use.

Dropped on sugar suffering- children love to
take it. Every Mother should have it in the
house, it quickly relieves and cures all aches
and pains, asthma, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
catarrh, cuts, chaps, chilblains, colic, cholera
morbus, earache, headache, hoopiug cough,
inflammation, la grippe, lameness, mumps,
muscular soreness, neuralgia, nervous headache, rheumatism, bites, burns, bruises, strains,
sprains, stings,swellings,stiff joints, sore throat,
sore lungs, toothache, tonsilitis and wind colic.
Originated in ISIO by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician.
Its merit and excellence
have satisfied everybody for nearly a century.
All who use it are amazed at its wonderfulpower.
It is safe, soothing, satisfying; so say sick,
sensitive sufferers. Used Internal and External.
Tho Doctor's signature and directions on every bottle,
Ill'stM Pamphletfree. Sold everywhere. Price, 35 cts.
Sis bottles, a.OO. I. H. JlJllSSOi* dc CO., Boston, Masa.

and from it issues a copious stream
of literature, which is put into type
and printed in the institution. Their
second centre of activity is close by
Berkeley square. There they have
the principal church of the order in
the metropolis, and it is almost needless to say that it is in a rich and
fashionable district and is attended
by rich and fashionable people. Very
different is their third great centre,
which is planted in one of the overcrowded slums of Westminster, where
they toil and labor for the benefit of
the poor. The fourth centre which
is to be opened by and by, is in a
middle-classdistrict, near Tottenham.
Here they will erect a church and
also a college and day school for the
use of Catholics belonging to the
middle classes. The site has been
purchased, but the buildings have
not yet been begun.

Cheap Excursions to the West.

An exceptionally favorable opportunity
for visiting the richest and most productive sections of the west and northwest
will be afforded by the Home-Seekers' lowrate excursions which have been arranged
by the North western Line. Tickets for
these excursions will be sold on Sept. 11th
JESUITS IN LONDON.
and 25th, and Oct. 9th, to points in northwestern lowa, western Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Manitoba, NeThe Jesuits have already three braska,
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Moncentres of activity in London, and tana and Idaho, and will be good for return passage within
days from
they are, says a London corres- date of sale. Stop-overtwenty
privileges will be
going
trip
in territory to which
pondent, about to institute a fourth. allowed on
tickets are sold.
Their training college for young theFor
information,
further
call on or adJesuits is a large and spacious build- dress Ticket Agents of connecting lines.
giving rates and detailed informing, between London and Richmond Circulars
ation will be mailed, free, upon applicaPark, but it would be a mistake to tion to W. A. Thrall, General t'assenger
Ticket Agent Chicago and Northregard it as in any sense a mere and
western Railway, Chicago.

educational institution.

It is the
headquarters of the order in this
CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
country and from it radiate all those
Dealers in
influences and agencies which make
for the extension of Catholicism in
and
England. In this place their novices
77 Leverett St., Boston.
are trained to the work of the order, Lowest prices for solid goods

Boots, Shoes,

Rubbers,

GLENWOOD

JML^

RANGES

HEATERS
FINEST IN THE WORLD.
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TWO COLD MEDALS.

WEIR STOVE CO., Taunton, Mass.
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IOL
risuh etter.
The Shamrock.
The spreading rose is fair to view,
And rich the modest violet's hue,

' Or queenly tulip filled with dew,
And sweet the li'y's fragrance ;
But there's a flower more dear to me
That grows not on a branch or tree,
But in the grass plays merrily,
And rf its leaves there are but three,
'Tis Ireland's native shamrock.
My country's flower, I love it well,
For every leaf a tale can tell,
And teach the minstrel's heart to swell,
In praise of Ireland's shamrock.
The emblem of our fai h divine,
Which blest St. Patrick made to shine,
To teach eternal truth sublime,
And which :hall last as long as time,
And long as blooms the shamrotk.

Oh, twine a wreath of s-hamrock leaves!
They decked the banners of our chiefs
And ca'med the I-ish exile's griefs,
Our country's cherished shamrock ;
The muse inspired with words of praise
The poets of our early days,

To write in many a glowing phrase,
And sing in powerful thrilling lays
The virtues of ihe shamrock.
He who has left his island home
Beneath a 'oreign sky to roam,
And in a foreign clime unknown,
How dear he loves the shamrock,
Whfn on the feast of Patrick's Day
He kneels within the church to pray
For holy Ireland far awav,
He feels again youth's genial ray
Whi'e gazing on the shamrock.
The brightest gem or rarest flower
That ever bloomed in Eastern bower
Possesses for him not half the power
That dwells within the shamrock;
Sweet memories, like refreshing dew,
The past with all its charms renew,
The thurch, the spot where wild flowers grew,
The faithful friends, the cherished few
He left to cull the shamrock.
Land of the West, my native isle,
May heaven's love upon you smile,
And banish foes that may beguile
Ihe lovers of the shamrock.
May God forever cherish thee
In peace and love and harmony.
And rank thee proud mid nations free,
Thus pray thy child'en fervently
For Ireland and the shamrock.

For over fourteen hundred years,
since the conversion of Ireland to
Christianity by Saint Patrick, the
priests and people of Ireland have been
one and inseparable. During all those
long and weary years the Irish Sogfjarth aroon has stood in the gap by the
sideofthe Irish peasant. Tyrantshave
striven to crush the Irish people be-

neath their iron heels, and vile tongues have slandered and defamed
them, but the Irish priests have been
their champions in every difficulty.
Old Ireland is a grateful land, her
heart is large and her memory marvelous. She never ceases to bless
the hand that is raised in defence of
her and of her warmhearted, religious,

and generous people.
How then can she ever forget her
clergy, those sons of Mother Church,
flesh and
her own sons, flesh of the
people?
her
bone of the bone of
Never. God bless the Irish clergy!
The tl Old Soil * txxlay is trod by no
in
men more patriotic; by no men
a
more
whose bosoms is imbedded
ardent love for the Old Catholic Land
of their birth; by no men having
more deeply at heart the welfare of
the unfortunate Irish peasantry.

The life of the Irish priest is hard
and laborious, and although the days
have happily passed when he roamed
o'er his native hills with a price set
on his head, and spies and bloodhounds on his track, still his life is
one fit for the poet's pen or the
painter's brush, to be treated with
love and reverence. The Irish priest
can never think of himself or his
own convenience while there is a
church or school to build, while there
is a duty to perform, while there is a
soul to save. Nothing can chill their
fervor or daunt their courage, and like
their brethren, of the penal days they
fear neither fire, nor persecution nor
the sword, for their conscience is
their crown. Small wonder then that
the Irish clergy are so endeared to
the hearts of the Irish people. Bound
together by one mutual undying love
for their native land, the Irish people
have no wiser guides, no abler counsellors in all things than the clergy,
and as long as they follow their
advice and walk in their footsteps the
ultimate triumph of the Irish cause is
assured. Such are the thoughts uppermost with us, since receiving a
report of the recent speech of Cardinal
Logue delivered at a meeting of the
Queenstown Town Commissioners.
It goes right home to the Irish heart,
and infuses it with a fresh love for
the Soggartk aroon, and from the
depths of Ireland's generous soul,
from the love of Ireland's great heart
and from the lips of all the sea-divided
Gaels comes the response : ''Nothing shall eversever the bonds between
the priests and the people of Ireland,
'

never, never, never."

Appended is an outline of Cardinal
Logue's speech, which was delivered
in reply to an address presented to
him by the Town Commissionersof

Queenstown

:

?

" There was one point you touched
upon in
your address, and I think it
would be unbecoming of me not to

make a remark with regard to it. It
is the reference you made to the attempts that are from time to time
made at the present day to drive the
wedge of cleavage, as it were, between
the people and priesthood, and to
sunder that which has been united,
here in Ireland since the days of St.
Patrick
to try to establish two
opposite interests, as if the interests
of the Church and the temporal interests of the people could be separated.
I think you very properly say there is
not much danger of that beautiful
union which has existed so long
between the spiritual guides of the
people and the Hock committed to
their care being destroyed, or even
made less or reduced in any way, by
any efforts that are being made at the
present day. It has passed through
a more severe test than auy to which
it is likely to be exposed at present,
it has stood the very severest test
that the religious or patriotic principles of the people could be subjected
to; it has stood the test of persecution. That union between the Irish
priesthood and the Irish people has
been sealed by the blood of martyrs,
and a union thus formed and thus
established is not likely to be shaken,
?

much less broken up, by any attempt
made at the present day. Of course
you feel yourselves, as we all feel,
that anything like disunion between
the people aDd the priesthood, or
even any want of sympathy, or any
coldness would tell, in the first place,
on the highest interest we have on
earth
the interest of our holy faith.
It would tell on the great and leading
interest to which we should all look,
and that is the salvation of our own
souls and the salvation of those of
our neighbors ; because anything like
distrust or coldness on the part of the
individual for the priesthood is generally the beginning of great evils,
and in individuals it is the beginning
of a course which leads to the giving
up the practice of religion altogether.
And as for the religious point of view,
there could be no greater evil in any
country than that which, thank God,
we have secured against in this country viz., anything like want of
confidence or sympathy between the
priests and the people. Put after
that, the highest of all interests, there
is another interest as dear to us all
that is the interest of our country. I
believe if there is anything to be
effected and I hope there arc great
things to be effected if there is
anything to be effected it is to
be effected not only by maintaining the union that has existed
in the past, but by strengthening
that union. You may take my word
for it, my dear friends, we bishops
and priests have no interestsbut your
interests. We are set apart by the
Almighty God to watch over you and
to attend to your spiritual wants,
and, as a secondary part of our duty
to help you to secure those temporal
blessings which are necessary to you,
and which will coutiibute to the prosperity and welfare of the country.
We have no object in view. We
should have no object. I know no
good priest or bishop should have any
object beyond that that is to say,
to carry out the mission God has
given him with regard to the people.
We have no temporal interest to gain,
and hence, though we may make a
mistake in guiding the people
we
are all liable to error we are not
infallible an
individual may make a
mistake, but there is one thing certain
we never betrayed the interests of
the people wittingly.
We have never any interest but
the people's. We would be fools if
we had any other interest. We are
separated from the world deprived
of any position in the world beyond
that which the reverence of the people
gives us. We have no interest in
the world. AYe are like the great
prototype of the priesthood Melchisedech we arc without father or
mother or genealogy. We have no
ties to bind us but those which the
Almighty Codhas established between
us and the people, and hence if we
did not look after the interests of the
people we would be fools, and very
few of us are likely to do foolish
things. An individual may make a
mistake, but when you have the whole
body of the clergy advising you to a
certain course, you may take it for
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The people are quick to recognize
insist on a relicigar. We need

QUALITY and
able, clean, sweet

no other proof than the marvelous
ami constantly Increasing sales of

WAITT & BOND

Blackstones.
granted they are not likely to be
wrong altogether. They tell us about
insane people, that it is a proof of
their insanity that they never combine
together for any object, because if
they could combine they would be
uncontrollable. I think it would be
just as easy to get them to combine
for any object as to find the large
body of the clergy promoting the
deception of the people entrusted to
their care. So I think that the laity
of Ireland would be pretty safe in following the advice of the clergy of
Ireland with the bishops at their head,
and as long as they follow theirdirections they will find that the bishops
and priests are with them in every
single step they take for the amelioration of the condition of the people
and for the prosperity of the country,
as long as it is kept within the bound
of God's law and prudence."
M. J. Roche.
When You go West
see that your tickets read via the popular

Nickel Plate Road. Through

sleeping

cars, Boston to Chicago via Fftchborg
Railroad. Lowest BcUe*. Half rates for

all clergymen. K. J. Moore. General
Agent, 23 Exchange St., Bulimia, X. Y.
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ACADEMY OF THE ASSUMPTION, Weilesley

Hills, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles from the
city. It is on the line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad. The location is one of the most healthful
and picturesque in New England. The grounds
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the
branches necessary for a refined education. For
particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
apply to Sister Superior.

A BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG BOYS.

The Sisters of Charity having charge of the
Academy of the Assumption, Wellesley Hills,
Mass., will open in one of "he houses on their
estate, a Boarding School for Boys. School r j>ens
first Wednesday in September. For particulars
as to terms, etc., apply to SISTER SUPERIOR.

ANNCN'S
OLLEGE,

LAWUENCE, MAM!-*..

IMPARTS BORE PRACTICAL KMWLEME

10 m t?rea time, than can be obtained at any other
school in this

country.

QtBOVUtM SENT UPON APPLIOATIOR TO
«< GLABK CAJEKOV. P*r" *.
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"HOW WEAK AND DISEASED LUNGS
ARE NOW CURED."
IN A SERIES OF ARTICLES.
Dr. Robert Hunter, the great specialist on
weak lungs and lung troubles, contributes to
the Sacred Heart Review his valuable
book wherein he shows how consumption
can be avoided and how it can be cured. It
should be read with great interest, as it
shows how many lives can be saved with a
little care. His book will be published in
the Sacred Heart Review a chapter
every week.
INTRODUCTION.
In publishing my book I have endeavored
to explain, in plain, untechnical terms, the
the manner in
nature of consumption
which it is contracted
the causes which
produce it how it is to be prevented and
what must be done to cure it. In doing
this I feel that I confer an inestimable
benefit on the whole people by placing before them knowledge which, if received intelligently, will save many from that most
dreaded disease known to mankind. Unquestionably diseases of the breathing organs are less understood by the public and
treated with poorer results by the general
profession than any other class of maladies
in the whole range of medical practice.
The records of the Board of Health inform us that in a single year the deaths by
throat and lung complaints in New York
City were 14 698 out of a total of 35 975
or 40 per cent, of the whole mortality.
This frightful sacrifice of human life
could not occur if pulmonary diseases were
treated with any degree of success, or were
not, under the usual means employed by
physicians, practically incurable and hopeless. Many prominent people during the
past year have passed from life by lung diseases which began in simple attacks of congestion of the lungs. Gen. Sherman, Mrs.
Harrison and Jay Gould are significant examples. They were in perfect health when
attacked, surrounded by all comforts,
able to command competent medical care,
with all the aids to health that wealth can
buy, and yet were not saved. Why ? Because there was not virtue enough in that
medical treatment they employed, from both
the schools of allopathy and homeopathy
combined, to arrest Mrs. Harrison's "influenza," break up Gen. Sherman's " cold," or
cure Jay Gould's " bronchitis."
And yet all this in face of the fact that we
have remedies perfectly adrquate to the
mastery even of consumption. But where a
task of such acknowledged difficulty is to be
accomplished as the cure of consumption,
not only are the needful remedies requisite,
but their use must be directed with masterly
intelligence and an extended knowledge and
experience of the true nature of lung cases.
I'recious lives should not be frittered away
and sacrificed by piddling palliatives, which
do no good, are totally without power to
arrest the attack, and actually increase the
danger by stifling the natural functions of
the body.
Until physicians generally learn to appreciate that sedatives, hypnotics and hypodermic injections only poison the patient's
blood and injure instead of benefiting his
lungs, they can never succeed in lung cases.
Such treatment actually robs the lungs of
their natural power of healing.
The treatment of the air passages and
lungs by volatilized antiseptics and curative
agent s
applied directly to the in Aimed
and affected parts within the lungs, by inhalation is the only course that ever succeeds. The antiseptics are necessary to
destroy the germs, and the healing medicines
to repair the injuries tbey and the disease
have inflicted on the lungs. This is the
essence of my cure,
The arrest of consumption and the reby it I
storation of the lungs to health
know by the assurance of actual experience.
I saved my own life by inhaled remedies
after the late Dr. Swett of New York, Dr.
Williams of London, and Baron Louis of
the highest French authority? had
Paris
pronounced me in incurable consumption. I
have since then for forty years made
an exhaustive study of pulmonary diseases,
and in thousands of instances have succeeded
in the cure of consumption after other treatments have been tried in vain. The verity
of cures I have effected is indisputable. No
case in a court of law was ever proved by a
greater array of unimpeachable witnesses in
its favor thanhas been the truth and success
of antiseptic air inhalations in lung diseases.
ROBERT HUNTER, M. D.,
117 West 45th St., New York.
Dr.
Hunter's book will be sent
Note.
Heart
to any of the readers of the Sacred
Review who have weak lungs or who are
interested in the subject, FREE, on addressing him as above.
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MedicaH
l ints.
INJURIES FROM SWALLOWING THE
STONES OF FRUITS.
The dangers arising from swallowing the stones of plums and other
fruits are very great. The Philosophical Transactions give an account
of a woman who suffered violent
pains in her bowels for thirty years,
the malady returning once in a month
or less. At length, a strong purge
being given her, the occasion of all
these complaints was discovered to
be a stone of an oval figure, about
ten drams in weight, and measuring
five inches in circumference. This
had caused all the violent fits of pain
which she had suffered for so many
years; after this, she became perfectly well. The ball extracted looked
like a stone, and felt very hard, but
swam in water. On cutting it through
with a knife, there was found in the
centre a plum-stone, round which
several coats of this kard and tough
matter had gathered.
Another instance is given in the
same papers, of a man, who, dying
of an incurable colic, which had tormented him many years, and baflled
the effect* of medicines, was opened
after death; and in his bowels was
found a ball similar to that above
mentioned, but somewhat la-ger, being six inches in circumference, and
weighing an ounce and a half. In
the centre of this, as of the other,
there was found the stone of a common
plum, and the coats were of the same
nature with those of the former.
These and similar instances mentioned
iu the same work, sufficiently show
the folly of that common opinion,
that the stone3 of fruits are wholesome. Even cherry stones, swallowed in great quantities, have occasioned death.

CROSSING THE LEGS WHEN SITTING.
Women who sit with their legs
crossed to sew or read or to hold the
baby are not aware that they are inviting serious physical ailments, but
it is true, nevertheless. When a man

crosses his legs he places the ankle
of one limb across the knee of the
other and rests it lightly there. A
woman, more modest and restricted
in her movements, rests the entire
weight of one limb on the other, and
this pressure upon the sensitive nerves
and cords, if indulged in for continued lengths of time, as is often
done by ladies who sew or embroider,
will produce disease. Sciatica, neuralgia, and other serious troubles
frequently result from this simple
cause. The muscles and nerves in
the upper portion of a woman's leg are
extremely sensitive, and much of her
whole physical structure can become
deranged if they are overtaxed.
Never were the crockery shops with so
attractive exhibits as at the present season,
and the reduced tariff is mzde effective in
this branch of trade ; the reduction in cost
is from ten to fifteen p ir cent. J >nes, McDuffee& Stratton exhibit an extensive opening this week.

NeB
w ooks.
"MY LADY ROTHA."
The writer of this review well remembers
the time when he first made the acquaintance of Mr. Stanley J. Weyman, by
stumbling upon a stray chapter of his
"House of the Wolf " in an English magazine. Even from this fragment the impression was instant and strong that here
was a " new man," decidedly out of the
common. The reading of the complete story,
(which still seems to us his best) confirmed
this impression fully. Mr. Weyman's sudden
and great popularity is easily accounted
for. His books are really stories of
romance and adventure, such as the world
loves and will continue to read in spite of
critics and literary theorists who keep telling us that we are altogether wrong to do
so. Mr. Weyman chooses his times well. His
characters live in romantic days; of the
great Cardinal Richelieu, of Henry of
Navarre, and in this later book, of the
Thirty Years War. The story is told always
with spirit and in an excellent style; there is
plenty of fighting with sword and pistol,
there are battles, captures, escapes; thrilling and surprising adventures of all sorts,
while now and then there appears upon the
scene some noted historical figure, with
enough of allusion to great events to remind
the reader that the characters and scenes
which he finds so interesting are not wholly
fictitious, but move upon a background of
real history.
It happens that Mr. Weyman has chosen
for his stories times of religious wars and
ex:itement, and it is plain that he is not a
Catholic j yet we think that no Catholic
will fi;d cause for offense in anything that
he says. In the present volume, "My
Lady Rotha," the narrator is a retainer of
the Protestant Countess Rotha, and the war
in which all are in one way or another engage i, is as much religious as national, yet
the loveliest and most admirable character
in the story is that of a young Catholic girl,
while in painting the cruelties and savage
barbarities of war at that period the brush
is held by an impartial hand. Books of adventure and romance are apt to be cheap
and sensational. Mr. Weymin's stories are
worth tons of such stuff. They are thrilling, exciting, absoibingly interesting, and
yet clean, strong and healthy in tone, written
by a gentleman and a man of senee and
taste. [Longmans, Green & Co., Pub'idlers ; New York.]

VARIOUS NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

Part XVI. of the "Book of the Fair"
bring! us to the live stock department, and
even the artist and the aesthetic visitor
must needs admire the magnificent animals
brought together for the world's wonder.
Many pictures are given of the great stallions, the splendidly strong Clydesdale and
Percheron draft horses, the graceful and
spirited Arabian and Russian steeds and the
shabby little Shetland ponies, as well as of
all sorts of prizi cattle, from the sleek and
gentle Jersey cow to the fierce o'd bull, monarch of the fields. The usual fine views of
the buildings and several smaller but characteristic bits are also given, and the number is a v try good one.
A number of noted names are among
the contributors to the October number of
Short Stories, and the tales include the usual
variety of adventure, realism, cotnedy)
tragedy and romance. It sells for a trifle
and is for sale everywhere.

Just now there seems to be a general
revival of interest in the life and character
of Napoleon Bonaparte. McClure's Magazine has secured the use of Mr. Gardiner G.
Hubbard's great collection of Napoleon
prints, one of the most important of the
world, and from it will publish in six issues
of the magazine, b sginning in November,
150 of the pictures, including seventy-five
portraits, most of them new to the public.
The announcement is one of extraordinary
interest and the sale of the magazine will
undoubtedly be enormous.

For over a quarter of a century, Doctor
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has been
effecting cures of Bronchial, Throat and
Lung affections. Weak Lungs, Bleeding
from Lungs, Bronchitis, Asthma, all lingering Coughs, Consumption, or Lung Scrofula
and kindred maladies, are cured by it.
REDUCED TO A SKELETON.
Mrs. Miiu. Mills, of Sardis, Bty Stone Co.,
Minn., writes:
"One
year iigo i
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Wll8 given up
y my fami'y physician
friends; nil said I
My lungs
mu8t die.
vn-ru badly affected, and
bodyreduced to a skeleton. My people commenccd to give me your
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'Medical Discovery'
and I soon began to
mend. It was not lone

before I became well
enough to take charge
of my household duties
again.
I owc my recovery
to Dr Picrce 8 Golden

Not less than 1,500 people were
trampled to death in the crowds
which gathered at the fete given in
celebration of the marriage of Louis
XVI. of France, June 21, 1770.
?

Tub: prisons of Morocco are the
worst in the world. No care or attention whatever is given to the prisoners. They are left dependent on
their friends for food, and if they
have no friends the Government provides only a bit of bread or a handful of grain daily to keep them alive.

On the twelfth of January, 18(Jo,
there were 288 children in the Home
for Destitute Catholic Children, Harrison avenue, ]>3ston. During the year
from that date to January 11, 1894,
71)7 children were received in the
Home; 828 were placed in families.
The Home has received since its
opening, 11,148 poor children from
various parishes. The average number of inmates each day is about
220. The report just issued is very
interesting, and gives details as to
contributions, etc.
How's This !
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props. Toledo, 0.
Wo, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligation made by their firm.
WEST & Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo. 0.
Wai.oino. Kixn'ax & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, ().
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon theblood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per
bottle. Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.

Not a Patent Medicine.
Formula On Every Bottle.

phosphorized
Cerebro=Spinant,

Freligh's Tonic,
For the

grain & Nerves.

Endorsed and prescribed in the
last ten years by over

40,000 Physicians.

Ask your family physician
about it. He is our best testimonial. For sale by all the
principal druggists.
ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE,

or send your address for descriptive pamphlet,
?« How to Get Free Sample."

/ O.

Woodrztff&>

Co.,

ManufacturingChemists,
106-108Fulton St., New York City.
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The leading tenchers of cookery nnd writers on
Domestic Science use nnd recommend Cleveland's
Baking Powder, as
Mrs Rorer, the Principal of the Philadelphia
Cooking School,

?

f spoonful

of

/i^YeiantfS)
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mdoes better work.
\than a

/

heaping^^g^^f

spoonful
others. _^^

Miss Farmer, the Principal of the Boston CookMiss Kedfrrd, the Sti[>erintendentof the New York
Cooking School, ,_..,,
?.
Mrs. EwiitK. the Principal ot the Chautauqua
School of Cookery.
A

..

The ousewife.
H
Our lady readers are requested to send to this
department recipes which they know to be good.

A ROYAL HOUSEKEEPER.
A person can eat, drink, sleep and
be served better in the household of
the Empress of Austria than in any
other in Europe. The reason is that
she is the best royal housekeeper in
the world. She receives personally,
reads and acts upon reports from
cooks, butlers, keepers of the plate
and keepers of the linen. New
methods of preparing or serving food
are adopted only at her suggestion.
Cooking devices which have become
inconvenient or antiquated are abolished only at her suggestion. ChaDges
in the personnel of the establishment
are made, for Ihe most part, only in
obedience to her orders. The kitchen
is a huge one, with all the arrangements at each end for preparing fish,
flesh and fowl for the table. Fifty
chickens can be cooked at once on
one of the big, whirling spits. The
broiling and baking and frying occupy a small regiment of servants.
Twenty-live male cooks spit, season
and stuff the meats. As many
women cooks prepare the vegetables,
the puddings and the salads. A
dozen or more boys carry the birds,
lish and joints from thekitchen to the
carving room, where long lines of
carvers slice everything laid before
them. New York Times.
?

NEW RULES FOR CARVING.
Mr. J. M. Barrie, who wrote ?'A
Window in Thrums," has made some
rules for carving. They are intended
for men not for ladies and most
men who have carving to do will find
them useful. Whoever has tried to
carve a tough old duck for a tableful
of people will be able to appreciate
Mr. Barric's new rules.
Rule J. It is not good form to
climb upon the table. There is no
doubt a great temptation to do this.
When you are struggling with a duck
and he wabbles over just as you think
you have him, you forget yourself.
Rule 11. Carving should not be
made a matter of brute force. It
ought from the outset to be kept in
mind that you and the duck are not
pitted against each other in mortal
?

?

combat. Keep your head, and if you
find yourself becoming excited, stop
and count a hundred. This will calm
you, when you can begin again.
Rule 111. It will not assist you to
call the fowl names. This rule is
most frequently broken by a gentleman carving for his own family circle.
If there are other persons present,
he generally manages to preserve a
comparatively calm exterior, just as
the felon on the scaffold does ; but in
privacy he breaks out in a storm of
invective. If of a sarcastic turn of
mind, he says that he has seen many
a duck in his day, but never a duck
like this.
Rule IV. Don't boast when it is
all over. You must not call the attention of the company to the fact
that you have succeeded. Don't
exclaim exultingly, I knew 1 would
manage it," or I never yet knew a
duck that I couldn't conquer somehow." Don't exclaim in a loud gratified voice how you did it, nor demonstrate your way of doing it by pointing to the debris with the carving
knife. Don't even be mock-modest,
and tell everybody that carving is the
simplest thing in the world. Don't
wipe your face repeatedly with your
napkin, as if you were in a state of
perspiration, nor talk excitedly, as if
your success had gone to your head.
Don't ask your neighbors what they
think of your carving. Your great
object is to convince them that you
look upon carving as the merest
bagatelle, as something that you do
every day and rather enjoy.

"

"

FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

Mr. Edward Atkinson, a popular
writer on household matters, says
that in making the round of the Boston shops, he provides himself with
beef from Nebraska, mutton from
Kentucky, fish from the Grand Banks,
pork from Illinois, and butter from
Michigan. To this he adds flour
from Minnesota, Oregon, or California, according to choice, some German beet-sugar, vegetables from the
Southern States or Canada, according to the season, oranges from
Florida, and grapes from Ohio. With
a little tea from China or Ceylon,
coffee from .lava, spice from the
Spice Islands, and salt front Liverpool, the bill-of-fare is complete, needing only to be cooked with two cents'
worthof oil from Pennsylvania. And
yet Mr. Atkinson justly tells us the
man who earns only a dollar a day
is rightfully discontented.
CHEAP AND GOOD.
Two inexpensive and

delicate

luncheon or breakfast dishes may be
made from a calf's head. One of
these dishes is made from the brains,
which should be soaked repeatedly in

cold water, have the membrane removed, and then be put into cold
water and simmered for twenty minutes. In the water, which should be
just enough to cover the brains, put
a blade of mace, a slice of onion, a
half-teaspoonful of whole peppers and
a bay leaf. The brains should be

sent to the table on a hot platter and
served on hot plates. Over them
pour a brown sauce seasoned with PECULIAR TO AMERICAS WOMEN.
two tablespoonfuls of vinegar. CroSome of the Causes which Appear upon
quettes may be made from the
Investigation.
tongue and oilier parts of the head.
[SPECIAL TO nil: miv KF.AHKKS.]

PINCHED FACES.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF A STOVE.

"

Ask them What can be the matter ?
and the invariable answer is, "I don't

-

"

''''''P
ISfiL :m
The various parts of a stove
gloom seems to
overwhelm
require careful treatment if it is to
m
l'" >> lir
w?\
be kept shining and bright. Once a
>"
f\ na <l tu'Stions a little
0
month is often enough to apply black_fj c ost r alu 5'OU
fdV
HIY
1 lg_
|&, n find avoiding to a stove, provided the kitchen
is kept clean. If something is spilled
on the stove, it should be cleaned off
make the
fjl \
at once and not allowed to burn in.
A heavy llannel rag should be kept
on hand for this purpose. In case of
a very obstinate grease spot a very V
sense of
jjfiFZ' £*%"«<£</. ____,
OCai'lUg
\u25a0'lUII DON'T WOMLN
little kerosene may be used. 'Where
have moke rAtTH?''
down
syrup or anything of a sugary nature
investigation
discloses irreguFurther
is spilled it is probably the best way larity, dizziness and faintness at times.
Then surely the evidence is all-suffito let it burn to a char and then take cient.
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it up.
It is unavoidable that a little grease
should fall on the stove in broiling

unless there is a regular broiling
arrangement attached to the stove.
In such a case the grease must be
wiped off the instant the broiling
ceases with a heavy flannel cloth kept
for the purpose. Otherwise it will
burn in and make an ugly and unseemly stain.
In blacking the stove at the monthly
blacking removethe nickel work. This
is easily done, as it is merely screwed
on. Black the stove thoroughly,
dampening the blacking if convenient
with a little coffee rather than water.
After applying the wet blacking with
one brush to a small portion of the
stove polish it off with a drybrush, and
after the whole stove hasbeen polished
in this way rub and polish it with a
chamois kept for the purpose or a
clean cotton cloth. This last process
removes the dust of the blacking.

Lamps»lnne,Sets
Never were our departments more extensive and attractive than now.
In the Dinner Set Department (8d lloor)
will be seen the best productions of the
Waterloo potteries, Doultons, Wedgewoods, Mintons, the Royal Worcester,
Haviland. ami the domestic brands.
The old blue Chinas, Dresdon Meissen
Onion, the uennine Canton China, the
English Blue Willow, and the Brown
Westliead blue landscape Sylvan, in sets
or parts of sets, as required. More than
200 kinds of Dinner Sets to choose from,
costing from $8 up to .$.SOO per set.
Old Blue Canton Hall Seats, and an
extensive exhibit of China Umbrella and
Cane Holders.
Jardinieres and Pedestals from the ordinary to the large anil costly, gleaned
from every pottery-making country.
The Lamp Department (gallery floor)
is especially full, having more than 500
kinds to choose from, from the ordinary
to the costly Parlor and Library, with
beautiful Silk Shades adapted to surroundings.
The Glass Department (2d lloor) has
the new anil beautiful designs, both
foreign and domestic, adapted to Wedding Gifts.
All prices marked in plain figures, and
in accordance with the conditions of the
reduced tariff.

Jones, McDiil ee & Strain,
China, Glass and Lamp Merchants,
Wholesale and Retail,

Street,
I20 Franklin
Mats.
Boston,

An American woman has discovered
that the cause of all this lies in organic

derangement.
Lydia E. Pinkltam't! Vegetable Compound is the most marvellous cure for

this trouble ever discovered.
A purely vegetable remedy, it is at once
an absolutely safe and natural cure for
this crushing trouble.
It has cured thousands, and will cure
you as sure as truth is truth.
Here is a letter from oneof them which
she wants us to publish:
"For years I
\v
have been al_3_k/^H.
?

J=%. <3>?

all its dreadful *»
\L
hyf
forms: shooting O \
It
all
over
fjL
>u
<X
pains
Y
Ik
my body, sick
¥
headache, spinal
;
weakness, taintlH'ss. dizziness,
r
depression, and «^,Jjg»**
everything that MRS. HARRIET WAMPLER
was horrid. I tried many doctors in different parts ofthe United States, but Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable compound has
done, more for me than all the doctors.
" I feel it my duty to tell you these facts
that you also may be cured. My heart is
full of gratitude to Mrs. Pinkham." ?Mrs.
Harriet Wampler, Box 944, Baraboo, Wis.
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No patent blackings which have been
invented to do away with the labor
of polishing can be recommended as
durable. They require to be continually renewed and do not take the place
of the oldfashioned blacking.
After the stove has been fully
blacked and polished the nickel work
should be cleaned bright with whiting
and put back in place. If the stove
has ground polished edges, as most of
the best stoves have, do not polish
them with blacking but clean them
bright with sapolio.

A small helpful suggestion comes
from a woman whose mother, traveling abroad, writes home long, delightful letters, the joy of whose receipt, however, was until recently
lessened by the effort to read them.
They were written on both sides of
the thin letter paper used by travelers,
and proved far from easy to decipher.
A hint from somebody to slip a sheet
of black paper or cloth under each
page proved so very illuminating that
it is passed on to whosoeverneeds it.
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cannot see how you do

ITANOPAYFREIBHT.

In*
B__j_7^HK_kir__L_L Buvß oar 2 drawer walnut or oak
TPTprovcd Hlch Arm Sinßeraewin? machioo
y tinislud, nkkel plated,adaptrd to light
'\u25a0n Tl ißrd ,lll,l
with
heavy work; pnaranteed forlOYeara;
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THE PROTESTANT FOOT.

look Out for yerself today,' and then an' just as sure as grass grows an'
I knew that the leprehawn had come water runs, yer honors, I heard the
to give me a warnin', and I turned bones of my people rattle down in

FAITONMCGNHDRFETAINL1D 849.

BKIRWAN.
MWY.

In the part of the AVest

of Ireland

from which I came, the County of
Galway, there was a man who was

on my heel and was htirryin' home to
my starvin' darlints up in the boreen,
for sorry a bit had the wife and
childer to ate, and I was afeared that
they might be dead with the big
hunger. An' my heart was sad an'
heavy. AVhin I turned the corner of
Thady Sheridan's house who should I
meet but a souper.
Good mornin',' says he.
'"Good morrow kindly,' says I,
It's the bad times,' says he.
"'Oh! wirrow, wirrow strew,'
says I, ' but it's the bad times entirely. May the Lord forgive the
Government for allowin' the people to
die of hunger like sheep of the rot.
Sure an' it is indeed the bad times,
the bad times. This mornin' Jimmy
Malony's dead child was devoured by
the pigs an' the father and mother
were too wake to prevent it.'
' An' it's the people's own fault,'
said the souper.
An' how is that,' said I, as I
laid myload on the ground an' put my
blackthorn under my arm by way of
showin' him I meant no harm.
"'Why,' said he, 'here we are
willin' and ableto give bread an' mate'
to all who ask for it, an' lashins an'
lavins, an' all we ask in return is that
they go to the Protestant Church an'
hear the parson give them good advice
an' point out the true path to eternal

known by the nickname of Shamus
na heen brogue," the English of which
is "James with the One Shoe." He
was an eccentric creature, a "half
omadahann," as the Irish phrase
goes, or, in plain English, "not all
there." He picked up a living by
driving cattle to the fairs, doing odd
jobs about the villages, and, when
tired of working, he generally made
his way to one of the big houses,"
as the gentlemen's residences uped to
be called by the peasantry, and once
there .lames was sure of food and
shelter as long as he wished to stay.
He was always decently dressed in
the national frieze coat and corduroy
trousers, but he became known over
a great part of the country for the
persistency with which he had, for
many years, refused to wear a shoe
on his left foot. It was because of
this peculiarity that he was called
"Shamus na heen brogne," a name
in which he evidently took some pride,
judging from the sufferings he endured
through the exposure of his foot for
many years to wind and weather. Of
that side glory.'
course all the people on
of the country knew James. There
" That's kind,' says I.
wasn't a "gossoon" within a radius
It is,' says he.
of twenty miles who had not seen
An' do ye do it for every one? '
him at some of the fairs; there wasn't says I.
a colleen" within the same distance
do,' says he.
' We
who had not met him at a pattern or
AVr ill ye do it for me ? ' says I.
a dance, and there was hardly an old
' We will,' says he. says I,
couple in the four neighboring parThin I am wid ye,'
as I
ishes who had not heard his fervent thought of my starvin' darlints up in
"God save all here" as he opened the boreen.
the door always agape to the neighbor
' Sinsible man,' said he, pattin
or even to the stranger. As for my me on the broad of the back; an'
part I never met Shamus until I was placin' my crate of turf on the roadfifteen years of age, but that meeting side, away I wint with the souper.
has left a mark on my memory, and I An' it's ashamed I was whin I enremember every incident connected tered the soup kitchen, an' it's
with it. I remember, too, the genial ashamed too was the Widdey Muldoon
chaff with which Shamus was met by an' Pat McGragh as I saw them there
my college companions, who were before me in the same place with
with me, and it was not until a shill- their cheek bones nearly touchin'
ing was slipped into his hand, and their ears andtheir eyes stickin' out of
then after a good deal of coaxing, their sockets with the big hunger.
that Shamus at last consented to tell Oh ! wirrow, wirrow, yer honors, but
us his reasons for never wearing more they were the bad days entirely. But
nothing all this time sure I was thinkin' of
than one shoe. And so
loath " Shamus said :
the starvin' wife and childer up in the
"Well, yer honors, it was during boreen and I was soon hurryin' home
the year of the big hunger ' (1849) to my famishin' darlints with lumps
when the people were dyin' of famine of bread as big as sods of turf and with
fur want of the bit to ate and whin paes enough to make soup that 'ud
there was not enough of us left livin' be fit for an imperor. But, bygorra,
to bury the dead, and whin the Eng- yer honors, the wife was suspicious, an'
lish Government? bad luck to it
divil a bit of the soup or mate would
axing the qualities' pardin'," and she touch, dyin' as she was of the big
Shamus gave a pull at his forelock hunger, with the only ray of comfort
by way of apology, that one day I in God's sunlight that came through
was staggering under a crate of turf, the broken thatch above us fallin' on
and whin I was passin' the Widdy the little cross that stood on the table
Flannigan's desertedhouse I heard a near the window, until I swore to her
voice calling:
by all the books that were ever shut
Shamus,' said it.
or open that I got the bread an' the
What,' said I.
mate an' the soup from the relafe
Here,' said it
people who sint them all the way
from Ameriky. That satisfied her,
Where?' said I.
'On the top o' the wall,' said it, and thin for the next two or three
an' sure enough whin I looked up days we had lashins and lavins to ate,
there on the gable md of the house I an' my heart was light as I looked at
saw one of the good people, a the childer ate their full as ravenously
little leprehawn no bigger than my as wolves. But sure at last Sunday
thumb hammerin' away at a brogue came on, and all unbeknownst to the
he held on a lapstool. Of course wife I put on my brogues an' I stole
I knew that if I could catch the lepre- away to the Protestant church as I
hawn my fortune was made, for we promised the souper. An' on my way
all know that he is aware of where I thought of the leprekamm an' I
the gould is hid, and, thinkin' of wonderedwhat he meant whin he said :
that, I made a lep at him, but sure he Shamus, yell suffer for disturbin'
was gone in a jiffy, and I heard him me at my labors an' ye may look out
for yerself today.' An' on I wint unsay as he went:
Shamus, yell suffer for dis- til I came to the churchyard in which
turbin' me at my labors, and ye may ginerations of my fathers were buried,
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HER PRIVATE LIFE.
Little We
Other's Affairs.

Know of Each
their coflins, an' I saw their skeletons How
rise out of their graves an' beckon to
me to go into the graveyard. Oh!
the divil a word of a lie in it 4
yer honors, and thin I ran! Troubles and Trials Which We Keep
Kan did I say
I flew! flew
To Ourselves.
faster than any horse that iver
put a hoof to the Curragh of Kildare. Some Good Reasons Why it is Wise to
By all the powers, yer honors, ivery
Tell Our Experiences.
le'p I gave was forty yards long, an'
I never drew breath until I was sittin'
A story of great suffering comes
on the stone steps of the Protestant
church, an' there I sat like a hunted from Middlesex, Vt. Mrs. B. A
hare an' pantin' like a bellows. Stockwell, a well known lady residAn' thin came the greatest strug- ing here, has endured the most ingle of all. Over beyant where
tense agony from headaches. She
I sat I could see the cross
on the chapel where my fathers continued to suffer frightfully without
had knelt and prayed since the days obtaining relief. Finally a friend
of St. Patrick ; where gineration after who had recovered from a similar
gineration had been baptized ; where complaint told her just what to do to
I used to meet the neighbors before be cured.
Mass and where the bones of my anShe is now well and wants every
cestors rested in ground consecrated suffering woman to know about it.
to the ould faith. Every stone over Here is her remarkable letter:
there was sacred in my mimory, an'
"About a year and a half ago,"
as I sat on the stone steps of the she says, I had a timeof very severe
Protestantchurch thinkin' and thinkin' headaches, which, while they lasted,
of the hard times and the English were so bad that I could not sit up.
Government bad luck to it
They lasted from one to two days,
that had seen the people die generally two, and after I got over
and paid no more attention to them I was completely prostrated. I
them no more than .if they tried many remedies but could not
were wildbastes. Oh, yer honors, it find anything to relieve me. I bewas the hard times entirely. Could came fearfully discouragedand downI, Shamus Mullarkey, become a jumper? Oh, wirrow, wirrow, strew.
An' what would they say after Mass
on Sunday? Shamus Mullarkey had
become a jumper.' An'the priest
God bless him?how often had
he brought comfort and happiness into
my cabin and howoften had he helped
me to bear the heavy weight I had to
carry. But then, again, I would
think of the wife and the childer and
when 1 thought of them I saw nothin'
but death of the big hunger if I returned to them without more mate an'
bread an' soup, which I was sure to
get after the service was over. An'
I thought of how they devoured all I
hadbrought to thembefore. An' sure
after all, if I went to the Protestant
church it wouldonly befor alittle while,
MUS. 11. A. STOCKWELL.
until the times changed, an' then
I could go back to Mass again. Of hearted and feared I should never
course 1 could, but still, yer honors, get well.
it was a hard fight, and divil a wan of
I finally bpgan the use of Dr.
me knows how it would md until I Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
put my hand on my breast and I
remedy and in a very short time was
invoked the help of Jesus, Mary much better. I am now entirely
and Joseph in solemn prayer. An' cured, thanks to this wonderful mediHiin the graceof God appearedto come cine. I desire to recommend it to
to me, for I felt the little scapular
everyone who is suffering from any
I wore around my neck as Ipressed my complaint, for I know that it will cure
hand on my breast. An' all this hap- them."
pened as I was just about goin' into the
People everywhere are suffering
church. An' when I felt the scapular, from disease, when if they would
I had my left foot inside the dure. use Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
An' as I felt the scapular, I stopped nerve remedy they would be cured.
stood still ?as still as St. Paul If you, reader, have headache, pain
when he lost his spache, as I've heerd in any part, or any symptom of
Father Conners telling. An' thin I nervous or chronic disease take this
thought no more of the wife and the great remedy and you will be made
childer and the famine, but I thought perfectly well. It is the discovery of
of the faith of my fathers an' my Dr. Greene, of 34 Temple Place.
eternal soul, an', turnin' on my heel, Boston, Mass., the most successful
I sat down on the stone steps an' J specialist in curing nervous and
thought of what the leprehawn said chronic diseases. He can be consulto me, and I looked at the little ted free, personally or by letter.
chapel beyant, an' I thought,of the
old graveyard where my fathers
were buried, an' at last God's grace with all the self-consciousness of a
came to my aid, an' I took the brogue man wlio believed he had done his
oft the foot that had been inside the duty.
Protestant church the Protestant
And then he left us, and for some
foot an' 1 threw the brogue away time we watched him walking
and I am punishin' that Protestant up the road, his gray and matted
foot ever since?there it is, yer hair waving gently back from his
honors,"' he said, showing us the temples, and. leaning on his stout
swollen naked foot, blue with cold blackthorn stick, he ground the little
and with suppurating sores,
an' I pebbles with which the road was
niver have, an' niver will, wear a covered, alternately under his strong
brogue on that foot again," and brogue and his naked "Protestant
"James with one shoe" looked around Foot."
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NaSensd onsense.

ings, are there not ? " asked the other.
" Yes, often," she replied, rising
to the occasion, and in that case the
"
She.? They say that persons of umpire pitches for both sides."
opposite qualities make the happiest

ALCOHOLISM
IS A DISEASE.

THE FITTZ CURE

marriages.

Is a SAFE and CERTAIN remedy.

"What are you crying for, TomHe.? That's why I am looking for my?"
a girl with money.
Because my brothers have a holiday and I haven't."
Here, Johnnie, is a
Mr. Biff.
But why haven't you a holiday,
quarter.
nice new
Now
too?"
Johnnie.? If it's to find out who
Because I'm not old enough to
the other fellows are who call on sis- go
to school."
ter, it's worth 50 cents to go over the
whole list.
|
Bank Clerk.
This check,

Small cost home treatment ?NO
notoriety ?NO interruption of work
?NO injurious effects of any sort
but a perfect, positive, permanent
CURE. Correspsndence Confidential.,
?

''
"

?
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OAK DINING
TABLES.

?

No. 12.

Price $25. Cure Guaranteed.

"

BENJ. K. JEWELL & Co.,
86 Court Street, Boston, Room 2.

Ireland.

?

He was evidently a very obliging madam, isn't filled in.
Madam.? Isn't what?
boy, for when he applied to the mer-

Bank Clerk. It has your huschant for a position and was asked
band's name signed to it, but does
his age he replied
"Oh, sir, I shall be whateverage not state how much money you want.
Madam.?Oh, is that all? Well,
you wish me to be ! "
I'll take all there is.
?

:

Passage to

?

" Why," she said as she
the tumbling wavescome in,

Liverpool and Queenstown
This 8-Foot Table,
REDUCED TO

?

watched
do they

Miss Elder.
These women who
are afraid to tell their age disgust
call them breakers ? "
me. Now I'm not afraid to tell any
I cannot tell," he replied in solone that I am twenty-eight.
emn tones,
unless it's because it
Rev. Petkrs (warningly).? Yes,
costs me $7.50 a day to get near
Elder, you may not be afraid
Miss
them."
now; but, remember, you will be
Mrs. Hale (just married).?Maria, held accountable for it in the day of
we will have eel as a second course judgment.
for dinner.
When George Rignold was playMaria.? How much ought I to
ing
Henry V," a friend visited him
get, ma'am?
in
his
dressing room and remarked a
Mrs. Hale.? I think twelve yards
large
and handsome photograph of
will be sullicient.
Wordsworth hanging on the wall.
Adams.? Hot enough for you?
Said the friend, I see you are an
Brown.? I don't find it hot.
admirer of Wordsworth."
Who's Wordsworth ? " queried
You must be a salamander."
Not at all. There was ice in the actor.
Why, that's his picture
Wordsour yard this morning."
Ice ! Great Scott! How much? " worth, the poet."
Is that old file a poet ? I got him
"About 10 pounds. The iceman
for a study of wrinkles."
left it."

"

?

''

BADGES
BANNERS
and

Headquarters for
All Catholic Societies.

Write for Prices and Samples. This 8-Foot Table,

"

Madame Marlier,

?

173 Tremont Street, Boston.

TO EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

The Upper South

For Factories and Homes,
Grand opportunities exist in West Virginia, Maryland and the famous Shenandoah Valley, Virginia, a section possessing
all the requisites for health, comfort and
prosperity.
No region in the United States is attracting greater attention ; people from the North
and West are looking that way with a view
A countrymanandhis bride applied of locating. Improved farm lands are to be
obtained at from #8 per acre and upwards,
at the box office for tickets.
unimproved timber lands at from $2 to $6
acre.
Orchestra chairs, parquet or fam- perRich
mineral lands are cheap; excellent
ily circle ?'' asked the ticket agent.
water powers, manufacturing sites, business
Which'll it be, Marier?" said locations, etc., are numerous. The people
are hospitable and extend a warm welcome
the groom.
to newcomers. The climate is unequaled,
"Well," she replied, with a blush, no severe storms or cyclones, no contagious
diseases.
bein' as how we're married now
Further information free. Address M.
p'raps it would be proper to sit in Y. Richards, Land & Immigration Agent,
B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
the

"

STEERAGE, $io, and upwards.
SECOND CABIN, 3o to #40.
FIRST CABIN, $45 to $100.
Drafts at low rates.
General agency for all lines.
Swiftest and best steamers.
Orders by Mail or Express promptly attended to.

family circle."

m

dentist ). ?\u25a0 I
nothin'
extra fer gas.
pay
wouldn't
Jest yank her out if it does hurt.
You are plucky, sir.
Dentist.
the
tooth.
Let me see
Countryman.? Oh, taint me that's
got the toothache; it's my wife.
She'll be here in a minute.
Countryman ( to

An Attractive Route West.

Over 100 different styles
of Dining Tables on Exhibition.

Housefurnishers,

*

16 to 26 Cornhill,
2 Doors from Washington Street,

CHAS. Y. DASEY,

"

''

Ask to see Tables Nos. 10 and 12.

A. McArthur & Co.,

?

?

$10.

Maison

___^___

Aunt Maria.? Are you sure Mr.
Spooner loves you?
Carrie.? I guess you would think
so to hear the silly things he says to
me!
Aunt Maria. But how do you
know you love him?
Carrie. Because they don't seem
silly to me.

No. 10.

18-20 Essex St., Boston.

"

"
"
"

$7.50.

Flynn & Mahony,

''

"
"
"

$](),

Drafts for one poundand upwards.
Sovereigns bought and sold.
General steamship agents.

7 Broad Street,

BOSTON.

- four doors from State,

Boston, Mass.

Squire's
. - _ _ _ __

Typewriting
ft
liftIL»IIT Book-keeping,
*c,
VU
I
\u25a0\|
f| I at the Boston
%# lIVII \u25a0 Commercial College.
1 Beacon Street,
Cor. Tremont Street,

Day and Evening.

Individual instruction.
Fall term begins Sept. 4.
Call or send for circular.

I I

H

Pure

II

P4 Ml a_|
m& IV
II I I I 1
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The visiting tourist from the Western
WmT
states may not be aware that he can purLEAFLAB:>
L-Cill
/f/
chase tickets for his return trip via New
York and Washington at as reasonable, and
perhaps lower, rates than those in effect by
the Northern lines. The Baltimore and
T. F. WALSH, D. D. KEARNS,
Ohio Railroad is offering low rates to all imBest in the world.
portant points in the West and South, and a
pure.
Absolutely
favorable opportunity is thus presentedto enable visitors from these sections to make their
No adulterations.
homeward journey via Washington and
No impurities.
Boston, Mass.
7 Exchange Place,
through the beautiful scenery of this route.
Clean and wholesome.
She was explaining the whole game Excellent train service, with dining cars,
etc., is provided to Chicago, Cincinnati, St.
No one can cook without lard.
to her chaperon.
Louis and intermediate points. The route
Every
one wants the best.
They have nine innings so that is also that of the famous Royal Blue Line BOWKER'S
Don't accept substitutes.
between
New
York
and
on
Washington,
BROOKLINE.
every man on the nine may pitch one which is operated the finest and fastest
Our name on the package
In new quarters opposite the old
inning," she said in a tone that proved system of trains in the world.
A guarantee of purity.
For information as to rates and stopover stand.
she knew it all.
Full line of Drugs and
privileges write to A. J. Simmons, 211 WashJOHN P. SQUIRE & CO., Boston, Mass.
"But there are sometimes ten inn- ington street, Boston.
Incorporated ML
Chemicals.
AMaMMfcwl IM2.
?

ARCHITECTS,

\

"

--

\

PHARMACY.

I
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least a thousand persons were in the
procession, including 400 school
children. Rev. Father Rossi and his
Bishoi" Hakkins of Providence parishioners are to be congratulated
will pontificate and deliver an address upon the complete success of the
at the dedication of St. Mary's Home, demonstration. The church, when
completed, will be laige and handNew Bedford, September 30.

NCaethwolsicN
nd otes.

some.

?

Rt. Rev. Bishop Keane, president
of the Catholic University, is to
make a trip through the Northwest
this fall in the interest of that institution.
Rev. James A. McFaul has been
appointed bishop of the diocese of
Trenton, N. J. He is forty-four years
old and has been pastor of St. Mary's
Church, Trenton.
\u25a0

The Central Labor Union of Bos-

ton has withdrawn its delegates from

the Practical Progess Union on ac-

count of the decided A. P. A. tone

of the latter organization.

On Thursday, Sept. 27, there will

be a special commemoration service
to celebrate the 75th anniversary of
the dedication of the old St. Augustine mortuary chapel and cemetery in
South Boston, where lie the remains
of many distinguishedCatholics, both
priests and laymen, identified with
the earlier and the more recent history
of the Church in Boston and New
England. The, Most Rev. Archbishop
will officiate at a solemn requiem service. As the chapel is small there
will probably be room only for the
members of the cemetery association
and otheis whose relatives are burietl
there.
?

The mayor and council of Bartres

in France have written a letter to

Zola, denying positively several of

the statements in his book about
pronouncing them
fantastic assertions."

Lourdes, and

"

\u25a0

A bazar, or fair, in aid of the
Home of the Good Shepherd, Boston,
will be held in the Kast Armory, beginning Nov. 4. The ladiesin charge
of the institution are compelled by the
hard times to make their first public
appeal for help in their noble and
useful work.
i

The appointment of Rev. C. B.
Rex of St. John's Seminary, Brighton,
as one of the twelve assistants general
of the Sulpicians is, so far as we
know, the first instance in which an
American priest has been appointed
to that position. It is a recognition
of Dr. Rex's personal merits and
ability and of the growth of the order
in this country.
The celebration of the golden
jubilee of the Holy Trinity (German)
Catholic Church on Shawmut avenue,
Boston, will begin tomorrow with
i >lemn high Mass, celebrated by Rev.
1 ather Nopper, who was for twentylive years pastor of the church. The
Most Rev. Archbishop will be present. There will be solemn Vespers
in the afternoon, a concert and lecture in the Columbia Theatre in the
evening, and the festivities will be continued through Monday and Tuesday.

.

It is announced thatan employment
bureau, a business agency and a

registry for nurses have been established in connection with the Working
Girls' Home, corner of Harrison
avenue and Union Park street, Boston. Every effort will be made by
the Gray Nuns in charge of the institution to procure employment for all
worthy applicants. The Working
Girls' Friend Society is getting up
another " Auld Lang Syne " reunion
and harvest festival which will be
given Thanksgiving Day and evening
in Mechanics' Building. The last
entertainment of this kind will be
remembered as a very pleasing and
successful one. The Home does an
excellent work and enjoys the favor
and very strong personal interest of
the Most Reverend Archbishop.
Fully

.

\u25a0

five thousand persons wit-

corner-stone
nessed the laying ofofthe
St.
at

Anthony
of the new Church
The
Sunday.
last
Mass.,
Allston,
laid the corArchbishop
Rev.
Most
Thomas J.
ner-stone and Rev. Dr.
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Worcester
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lloe( scarce
'y ,)e a student of times
m nners to know in what period to
P ,a< e lllis historical set. Neither need he
he a connoisseur to realize that it is one
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of the most beautiful of the few detailed
reproductions of the 18th Century work.

Never have we ott'erttl a more charming
1}
suit. Every line, every dimension, every
T|
J~l [
proportion and every decoration is faithfully transcribed. The trimmings are all
tf
\u25a0 »
specially designed, the wood has been
"aged" by treatment, and has the dark, lustrous polish of the linest Antiques.
Notice the spiral fluted Tester-posts and the old-fashioned high bead-board; the
posted wash-stand; the antique curved supports of the mirror; the bowed fronts of
the drawers, and the (pieerly carved mouldings.
We shall be honestly sorry to see this set llnd an immediate purchaser before the
many visitors to our warerooms have further opportunity to admire its lines. Never
has a more distinguished appearance been imparted to a chamber set.
And the price is not expensive. We could sell a score of these sets if we had
them in stock.
?

PAINE'S FURNITURE CO.,

A statue of the IJlessed Virgin has
N
n
R
?.
been erected on one of the public
squares of the city of Rome. At
night the square was illuminated; DEATH OF MR. MARTIN COGHLAN.
a concert was given antl a laige concourse of enthusiastic people covered
Mr. Martin Coghlan, a well known
the square. The scene represented
the happier days of the Kternal City. Catholic citizen, an okl resident of
Boslon, and father of Rev. Thomas
?
The Daily Star, of Rockland, I. Coghlan of the Church of the
THIS OUT «nrt spnd it to lis withyour name
.Me., prints a sermon on the Assump- Sacred Heart, Fast Cambridge, died amiCUT
address, and w* will send you tins elegant watch
by express for examination. You examine it and if you
Rev.
and
by
tion recently delivered
Father last week
was buried from St. consider it a bartruin pay the express
our s.miple
price. $1.98. nnrt it is vmirs. Fine gold plate rkain
Harrington, of Whitetield, in the Peter's Church, Dorchester, last Fri- an«
i (harm FRKK with each watch, also our writtenUn*rfor 5 yp»rs. Write to-d'i v.this may not nppeitragain.
historic old church at Damariscotta day.
THE NATIOftAL MFC.& IMPORTING CO.,
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